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Abstract
The potential for economic agents to minimize risk through diversification is central to the study of finance.
This dissertation analyzes the ability to diversify risks in an international context by studying risk sharing
opportunities on two dimensions, consumption growth and portfolio wealth. The first part of this dissertation
examines the ability for US based investors to diversify their portfolio risks by incorporating international
corporate bonds. Based on a mean variance framework, I study the potential portfolio gains to US investors of
holding foreign corporate bonds. Further, I ask if the current observed portfolio holdings match the computed
optimal holdings. Using statistical analysis both with and without estimation risk, I find that comparable to
the well documented phenomenon in equity markets, a similar home bias can also be found in corporate bond
markets. I also investigate the hypothesis that investors can substitute direct investment in foreign corporate
bond markets by holding US corporate bonds issued by foreign firms. Contrary to emerging market equity
markets, I find that corporate bonds issued by foreign firms that trade in the US are insufficient to capture the
gains of directly investment in the foreign corporate bond markets. The second part of this dissertation shifts
focus and studies the potential welfare gains for countries to share consumption risks, when there is a small
but persistent shock in the consumption growth rate. I find that a long run risk to their consumption growth
has the ability to generate large welfare gains from international diversification. Further, when I estimate the
model parameters using simulate method of moments, I find a large disparity in model parameter estimates
across my sample of countries, which would lead to large departures in welfare gains away from a equal
consumption share.
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ABSTRACT
ESSAYS ON INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND RISK SHARING
Edith X. Liu
Karen K. Lewis
The potential for economic agents to minimize risk through diversification is
central to the study of finance. This dissertation analyzes the ability to diver-
sify risks in an international context by studying risk sharing opportunities on two
dimensions, consumption growth and portfolio wealth. The first part of this dis-
sertation examines the ability for US based investors to diversify their portfolio
risks by incorporating international corporate bonds. Based on a mean variance
framework, I study the potential portfolio gains to US investors of holding foreign
corporate bonds. Further, I ask if the current observed portfolio holdings match
the computed optimal holdings. Using statistical analysis both with and without
estimation risk, I find that comparable to the well documented phenomenon in eq-
uity markets, a similar home bias can also be found in corporate bond markets.
I also investigate the hypothesis that investors can substitute direct investment in
foreign corporate bond markets by holding US corporate bonds issued by foreign
firms. Contrary to emerging market equity markets, I find that corporate bonds
issued by foreign firms that trade in the US are insufficient to capture the gains of
directly investment in the foreign corporate bond markets. The second part of this
dissertation shifts focus and studies the potential welfare gains for countries to share
consumption risks, when there is a small but persistent shock in the consumption
growth rate. I find that a long run risk to their consumption growth has the ability
to generate large welfare gains from international diversification. Further, when I
estimate the model parameters using simulate method of moments, I find a large
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disparity in model parameter estimates across my sample of countries, which would
lead to large departures in welfare gains away from a equal consumption share.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As markets and economies become increasingly connected, the idea that risks fac-
ing economic agents need to be analyzed in a open economy, global framework has
become essential. The current financial crisis has highlighted the significant risks
that still plague even the most advanced economies, both in terms of financial mar-
kets and real consumption. And the ability to potentially reduce these risks by
pooling across different countries seems particularly valuable. Therefore, this dis-
sertation focuses on the study of international risk diversification opportunities and
gains via two channel: consumption growth and portfolio wealth. In particular, this
dissertation analyzes the ability for agents to reduce the volatility by diversifying in-
ternationally within a mean variance statistical framework as well as a consumption
based model framework. Exploiting data on various financial markets and across
different countries, I show that there are significant risk sharing and diversification
opportunities for both real consumption and portfolio returns.
The second chapter of this dissertation studies the potential portfolio diversifi-
cation gains to US investors of holding foreign corporate bonds. In contrast to the
vast literature on foreign equity markets, foreign corporate bond markets tend to
be less developed and rarely studied. Partly, this lack of research focus has been
1
caused by data availability. Given the decentralized nature of bond markets, it is a
recent phenomenon to have publicly available bond quotes and return data. Using
a newly constructed dataset of foreign corporate bond returns and the Markowitz
[33] mean variance framework, this chapter analyzes three distinct questions about
US investments in foreign corporate bonds: what are the measured portfolio gains
of investing in foreign corporate bond markets, does the observed US investor port-
folio holdings in foreign corporate bonds match that of the model implied optimal
holdings, and lastly, can the gains of direct investment in foreign bond markets be
achieved with holding corporate bonds issued by foreign firms that trade in the US
secondary market.
With these questions in mind, I show that there are large diversification or risk
reduction benefit for US investors to holding for corporate bonds of foreign markets.
In addition, contrary to what the literature finds in the emerging economy equity
markets, almost none of the benefits can be captured by holding bonds issued by
foreign firms in the US bond market. So direct investment in the foreign corporate
bond market is necessary. Lastly, I find that despite these apparent benefits, US
investors are observed holding much less quantities of foreign corporate bonds than
what would be implied by mean variance efficiency. Even accounting for parameter
uncertainty, the model predicts portfolio weights in foreign corporate bonds in excess
of 25%, whereas, I observe a holding of 6.1% in the data. Therefore, there is strong
evidence that a similar phenomenon to the equity home bias also exists, and may
potentially be much stronger, in bond markets.
The third chapter departs from the empirical methodology of the second chap-
ter, and studies the implications of consumption based asset pricing model in an
open economy risk sharing framework. In particular, I analyze the welfare effects of
2
international risk sharing when agents are faced with a small but persistent com-
ponent in their consumption growth. Here I generalize from the closed economy
framework developed by Bansal and Yaron [3] and characterize the open economy
equilibrium for both prices on consumption claims and consumption allocation. By
introducing a small but persistent component in consumption growth or long run
risk, Bansal and Yaron [3] showed that they can replicate salient features of the
observed macroeconomic data and asset returns in closed economy for the US. In
comparison, little is known about how this long run risk would affect the potential
gains from international risk sharing.
I find that the inclusion of a small but persistent risk component to consumption
growth has the potential to substantially increase the implied welfare gains to inter-
national sharing. However, this result depends crucially on the ability for agents to
risk share or diversify on the long run risk component. In contrast, if all countries
were driven by a common long run risk, and countries can only diversify risk on
the idiosyncratic component of consumption growth volatility, then the achievable
welfare gains to international diversifying would be much smaller. In addition, I
find that even though both preference parameters, risk aversion and intertempo-
ral elasticity of substitution, matter for the degree of risk sharing gains, however,
the largest effects to welfare gains come from the magnitude of the long run risk
component that can be diversified.
Given the importance of preference parameters and the magnitude of long run
risk component, I structurally estimate the model parameters with international
consumption data and asset pricing returns. Using simulated method of moments,
I first show that in comparison to features of the US consumption and asset pricing
data, there is a large heterogeneity across countries. In particular, when fitting the
3
long run risk model to the data, the large differences across the various countries
leads to vastly different parameter estimates.
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Chapter 2
Diversifying Portfolio Risk with
International Corporate Bonds
2.1 Introduction
The US corporate bond market serves as a large capital raising market valued at
$11 trillion. And unlike with equities, insurance companies and other financial in-
stitutions hold investment grade corporate bonds not merely for return generating
purposes, but also for regulatory collateral. While historically these assets have
been regarded as low risk, and the question of diversification in this market has
been largely ignored by the academic literature. However, given the recent turbu-
lence in the credit markets and dramatic volatility increases in the US corporate
bond market, the degree to which investors are subject to either systematic risk or
diversifiable risk in this market is of both practical and academic interest.
The importance of US corporate bonds as an asset class and the recent volatility
5
in the bond market necessitates a better understanding of the types of interna-
tional diversification opportunities available to US investors and institutions who
are exposed to this market. This paper explores the potential benefits of investing
in foreign investment grade corporate bonds by addressing three specific questions:
What are the potential portfolio gains to investing in foreign corporate bonds for a
US investor with exposure to the US corporate bond market? How does the model
implied holdings compare with the observed holdings of the US investor? And can
US investors use corporate bonds issued by foreign firms that trade in the US to
capture the same gains of investing directly in foreign corporate bond markets1?
There are potentially many ways to analyze the benefits of holding foreign cor-
porate bonds, I focus on the risk adjusted portfolio gains to a US investor who uses a
mean variance framework to optimize over a portfolio of foreign and domestic assets.
In this set up, an investor can potentially achieve portfolio gains by holding foreign
corporate bonds in two ways, efficiency and diversification. Efficiency gains mea-
sure the increases portfolio risk adjusted returns; while diversification gains isolate
the mean and focus purely on the reduction in portfolio volatility. Of course, any
measure of gains will depend crucially on the US investor’s set of benchmark assets.
While the international finance literature has traditionally used the US equity mar-
ket as the benchmark, I want to target the gains of holding foreign corporate bonds
beyond what can be achieved in the US bond markets. As such, I assume that the
US investor holds three equity portfolios represented by the Fama French portfolios
of the US market (mktrf), small minus big (smb), and high minus low (hml), as well
as, two US bond market portfolios represented by the excess return on the US 30
year treasury (TERM) and the excess return on US investment grade bonds (DEF).
1The bonds under consideration are known as Yankee bonds, which are US dollar denominated,
SEC regulated, and trade on the US secondary bond market.
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Using this set of benchmark US equity and bond portfolios, I measure the portfolio
efficiency and diversification gains of adding foreign corporate bonds.
In addition to efficiency and diversification gains, the investor’s portfolio alloca-
tion problem implies a set of mean variance optimal portfolio weights. To investigate
the degree to which US investors are capturing these gains, I compare the estimated
portfolio weights in foreign corporate bonds against the observed US holdings of
6.1% from the Flow of Funds level tables.2 However, as argued by Britten-Jones
[8], estimates of portfolio weights must be analyzed in the context of the sampling
distribution, and can often be statistically insignificant from zero even if the point
estimate of the portfolio weight is large. When the estimated weight in the foreign
corporate bonds is positive but statistically insignificant, the comparison between
observed and implied holdings becomes difficult since it is optimal for the investor
to choose any weight between zero and the point estimate.
For estimated weights that are positive but statistically insignificant, one way
to pin down the investor’s optimal allocation is to analyze the portfolio problem
from a Bayesian perspective. In the Bayesian portfolio allocation problem, the
investor holds the prior belief that foreign corporate bonds will contribute zero
efficiency gains, but holds some uncertainty around the prior belief. Then as the
investor’s prior uncertainty grows, the investor is less confident that the statistical
insignificance is all due to sampling variation, and the positive point estimate for
the gain pushes him to put more weight on the foreign corporate bond portfolios.
Therefore, as prior uncertainty increases, the implied Bayesian portfolio holdings
increase continuously between zero and the mean variance point estimate. Following
the methodology outlined in Pastor [36], I assess the degree to which a Bayesian
2For detailed computation see Appendix.
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investor must be confident in the prior belief that the US benchmark portfolio is
fully efficient to find the observed bond holdings to be optimal.
While the majority of this paper focuses on foreign corporate bond markets, as
argued by Errunza et al. [20], investors may be able to capture the gains of investing
directly in foreign markets by holding foreign comparable assets that trade in the
US. In order to capture this idea of lower cost ”home-made” diversification, I extend
the previous analysis to test if Yankee bonds3 can capture any of the gains offered
by directly holding foreign corporate bonds. Adding Yankee bond portfolios to
the US benchmark assets, I test if there are still efficiency gains to be achieved by
investing directly in foreign corporate bond markets. To better understand why
Yankee corporate bonds may or may not provide the same benefits as investing
directly in the home markets, I test if Yankee bond returns can be spanned by US
benchmark assets and analyze the sensitivity of Yankee bonds to the US corporate
bond market versus their home corporate bond market.
To implement the analysis described above, I construct a new dataset of monthly
firm level corporate bond quotes for the available markets of Australia, Canada,
Europe, Japan, UK, and the US. Based on the index constituent list of Merrill
Lynch corporate bond indices for Jan 1997 - Dec 2008, I construct clean country
bond indices aggregated from the firm level, with only senior unsecured corporate
bonds issued by firms that are domiciled in the given market. Further, to limit
the effects of foreign exchange return dynamics and focus primarily on corporate
credit risk diversification, I hedge portfolio returns using one month forward rates
and analyze hedged monthly holding period returns for each country index. This
hedging strategy replicates the methodology implemented by the original unfiltered
3Similar to cross-listed equities (or ADRs), Yankee bonds are US dollar denominated, registered
with the SEC with full disclosure, and trade in the US secondary bond market.
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Merrill Lynch indices4. Lastly, since all gains are from the perspective of the US
investor, I compute excess returns over the US risk free rate.
The main findings of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, I find that
when all the foreign corporate bonds are pooled together, they provide statistically
significant risk adjusted gains to the US investor. On the other hand, when country
corporate bond portfolios are tested one at a time against the US benchmark, only
Japan provides statistically significant efficiency gains of 1.8% per year. This result,
however, does not preclude the US investor from wanting to hold a large portion
of their portfolio in foreign corporate bonds. When I account for the estimation
risk faced by the US investor using a Bayesian framework, the implied weight in
the foreign corporate bond portfolio is always in excess of 25% with a 1% prior un-
certainty. Second, for pure risk reduction and portfolio diversification gains, I find
that foreign corporate bonds have the potential to provide economically large and
statistically significant gains. Computed as the variance reduction to the minimum
variance portfolio, portfolio diversification gains can be as large as 77% in sample.
Moreover, the out of sample risk reduction for the minimum variance portfolio is
always positive relative to the US benchmark, and would have decreased portfolio
volatility by 41% in the most recent crisis episode. Third, I show that including
Yankee bonds in the US benchmark portfolio does not alleviate the need to invest
directly in the foreign assets to capture diversification gains. It also does not mate-
rially lower the implied holdings in foreign corporate bonds. The reason why Yankee
bonds do not provide more gains is that their returns follow closely the dynamics of
the US corporate bond market and are much less sensitive to their home corporate
bond indices.
4For a recent analysis of investment opportunities in foreign currency markets see Campbell,
De Medeiros, Vicera [14].
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This paper is closely related to the literature on international equity portfolio
diversification and leverages the methodology from the domestic finance literature
on the efficiency of the market portfolio. The methodology used in this paper most
closely resembles that of the Huberman and Kandel [24] paper analyzing the effi-
ciency of the market portfolio relative to size portfolios in the US market. Using this
methodology, the international finance literature has produced a long line of research
examining the efficiency and diversification benefits of investing in both advanced
economy and emerging market equities markets. Papers such as Jorion [24], De-
Santis [17], Bekeart and Urias [7] showed that emerging market equities consistently
provide efficiency gains to the US investor. Looking at advanced economies, Britten-
Jones [8] showed that even for large implied portfolio weights on foreign equities,
weights are not statistically different from zero when the sampling distribution is
considered. Further, as demonstrated by Errunza et al.[20], a combination of ADRs,
Multinationals, and Country Funds, can span emerging market returns, allowing the
investor to capture mean variance efficiency gains at lower transaction costs. More
recently, Rowland and Tesar [37] find that multinationals firms do provide significant
diversification benefits, but do not exhaust all the gains from holding the interna-
tional market index. However, the international finance literature that considers
diversification benefits to sovereign or corporate bonds has been fairly thin. It is
only recently that the literature has extended into the credit markets. The closest
study to my own is the working paper by Longstaff, Peddersen, Pan, and Single-
ton [32], which examines portfolio efficiency gains to investing in emerging market
sovereign credit default swaps. In contrast, I focus on the corporate bond markets
and explore different types of gains as well as portfolio holdings with and without
estimation risk.
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2.2 The Portfolio Problem
Consider a one period portfolio allocation problem where the investor must choose
an allocation between a risk free asset and (N+K) risky assets. The universe of
(N+K) investable assets can be partitioned into K benchmark assets, referred to
as the US Benchmark assets, and N foreign test assets. Given the investor’s initial
wealth, W0, and the returns on the risky assets, the investor will choose the weights
that maximize his period 1 expected utility. The investor’s problem can be written
as:
Max[wN ,wK ] E[u(W1)] (2.1)
subject to the budget constraint:
W1 = W0 ∗ (1 + r̃p) (2.2)
and
r̃p = rf + w
′
N ∗ r̃N + wK ′ ∗ r̃K (2.3)
where rf is the risk free rate, r̃p is the portfolio return, wN and wK are column
vectors of portfolio weights on the benchmark and test assets respectively, and r̃N , r̃K
are column vectors of excess return on the be benchmark assets and test assets
respectively.5
In general the solution of portfolio choice problem will depend on higher order
moments of the asset return distribution. However, if the risky assets are assumed
to have normally distributed rates of return, the the portfolio return will also be
normally distributed, which can be summarized in the first two moments of the
5Weights and returns will be vectors if there are multiple benchmark or test assets
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distribution.6. Then, for any arbitrary utility function that exhibits monotonicity
and strict concavity, the investor will always choose a portfolio such that he can
achieve a higher mean and a lower variance.
It is important to point out that in this economy, the investor is faced with
no additional constraints other than his initial wealth constraint. Therefore, it is
assumed that the markets are frictionless and the investor can take limitless short-
sale positions. Further, the investor is not faced with any additional costs such as
transaction costs or taxes.
To take this portfolio allocation problem to the data, I must make an assumption
on the universe of investable assets available to a US investor. As the goal of this
paper is to test the gains from investing in foreign corporate bonds, the N test assets
will be the foreign corporate bond portfolios, to be described in detail in the next
section. However, one can imagine many possible sets of assets that could serve as
benchmark assets for the US investor. A natural starting point is to include the
US equity market portfolio (mktrf). Furthermore, motivated by the works of Fama
and French [21], I also include the zero cost portfolios of small minus big (smb)
and high minus low (hml). In addition to the US equity market portfolios, any
gains to holding foreign corporate bond should be in excess of what can be achieved
simply by holding the US corporate bond market. Therefore, I also include two US
bond market assets in the benchmark assets, which are the excess return on the 30
year US treasury (TERM) and excess return on the US investment grade corporate
bond index (DEF). All together, I assume that the US investor holds as benchmark
assets that include the three Fama French equity portfolios and two US bond market
assets.
6Multivariate normality is sufficient, not necessary, for investors to choose mean variance effi-
cient portfolios. For details and more general conditions, see Huang and Litzenberger [22].
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2.3 Data Summary
To analyze the benefits of including foreign corporate bonds in the US benchmark
portfolio, time series of foreign corporate bond market returns are required. Using
the data from Merrill Lynch investment grade corporate bond indices as the base
data7, I collect monthly constituent list of bond indices from the following markets:
Australia, Canada, Europe, Japan, UK and the US8. The monthly data spans the
period of Jan 1997 - Dec 2008 for the US, Canada, and UK, and Jan 1999 - Dec
2008 for Europe, and Jan 2000 - Dec 2008 for Australia. From the total pool of
bonds, I eliminate any bond that is not considered Senior and Unsecured debt, or
issued by a quasi-government institution.
Then, for each country index, I eliminate any bond that is issued by a firm that
is domiciled outside of that country. This filtering method eliminates the effects of
cross-listings, which may obscure the true investment opportunities of holding the
country’s bonds. For example, if there were many non-Japanese companies listed
on the Japanese bond market, then the Merrill Japanese Bond index would not
properly reflect the credit risk of Japanese companies. Further, in order to analyze
the ability of Japanese Yankee bonds to substitute for direct investment in Japanese
corporate bonds, it is essential that the bonds are comparable in the domicile of the
firm. Given these reasons, the country indices that I construct contain only firms
domiciled in the market. This specification is also consistent with the MSCI index
for equities. Therefore, rather than using the Merrill Lynch corporate bond indices
directly from Bloomberg, I use the country corporate bond indices constructed with
7For inclusion in the indices, all bonds must be investment grade bonds, have a minimum par
requirement, one year or more left to maturity, and a fixed coupon. See Merrill Lynch Rules 2000
for details.
8Europe includes Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland
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the above filters.
Table 1 summarizes the corresponding clean observations for each country bond
portfolio. The number of observations is the total number of bond quotes for the
entire sample period. The US corporate bond index has the most observations for
the 1997 - 2008 sample period at 352,552 monthly bond quotes. In addition, the
US market also has the largest number of bonds and issuing firms at 9224 bonds
issued by 1251 firms. In comparison, Japan has 2153 bonds, but issued by only 164
firms. In general, each Japanese firm issues more bonds and at shorter maturity so
that the bond turnover is large. At the opposite extreme with few bonds per firm,
the UK corporate bond market has a total of 535 bonds issued by 189 firms. In
addition to the total number of clean observations, Table 1 also reports the number
of observations in sub-categories by rating and industry. By ratings, the majority
of bonds are rated A or BBB, and accounts for over 60% of bonds in every markets.
Not surprisingly, across the industry breakdown, financial firms are the heaviest
issuers of corporate bonds across all markets and make up anywhere from 41% to
71% of the investment grade bond markets.
Using the constructed set of firm level bond quotes, I re-weight the local cur-
rency bond returns using the Merrill Lynch index weights9, and form clean country
corporate bond index returns denominated in the local currency. Since all port-
folio gains will be from the perspective of a US investor, I translate all currency
bond returns into US dollars returns using foreign exchange rates from Datastream.
Unhedged returns are converted using the month end spot rate, while hedged re-
turns are computed using a 1 month forward rate on the current bond value and
expected accrued interest, and spot rate on any bond value price changes.10 Since
9Merrill Lynch index weights are based on par, so these will be value weighted portfolios
10This leaves some basis risk on the realized changes in bond value. But these changes are
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the focus of this paper is on the investment and diversification opportunities in the
credit markets, I want to isolate the core credit returns from the foreign exchange
dynamics. Therefore, going forward, all returns referenced in this paper are hedged
returns, which limits the effect from currency exposure. In the robustness section,
I will present the results of the diversification gains using unhedged returns, which
combines the effect of foreign currency exposure and corporate credit risk.
The remainder of the data will come from the standard sources. For foreign
equity index returns, I use MSCI total country equity index returns in local currency
available on Datastream, and convert it into dollar hedge and unhedged returns in
the same way as described earlier for the foreign corporate bond returns. Further,
for the US benchmark factors, I use the Fama French portfolio returns available
from WRDS, and the risk free rate from and the return on the fixed term 30 year
Treasury bond from CRSP. All data is ampled for the period of Jan 1997 - Dec 2008,
which corresponds to the data period for the corporate bond portfolios.11
2.3.1 Sample Statistics
I begin with a brief examination of some time series properties of the newly con-
structed corporate bond dataset. Because the primary empirical methodology is
confined to a mean variance framework, I focus on the mean and standard deviation
of the corporate bond returns as well as the correlation of the returns across coun-
tries. In addition, I compare the differences in hedged versus unhedged returns, as
well as, equity versus corporate bond returns.
generally small and therefore limits the foreign exchange exposure. I follow the hedging calculation
used by Merrill Lynch, and use the same calculation with MSCI local equity returns to get hedged
equity returns. For the detailed calculation, see the Appendix
11The available longer sample for the US benchmark assets can be exploited as detailed in
Stambaugh [38], and will be analyzed in detail with further research.
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Table 2 compares the summary statistics for both hedged and unhedged returns
across the different asset markets. While equity hedged and unhedged returns are
comparable in terms of the mean and volatility of the returns, there is a much more
noticeable difference between hedged and unhedged returns for bonds. The inclusion
of the foreign exchange risk dramatically increases the volatility of bond returns. In
particular, unhedged bond returns often have double the volatility of their hedged
counterpart.12 Looking across the hedged returns for the different bond markets,
mean return differences are small, while variation in return volatility is much larger.
In particular, the US corporate bond portfolio has the highest annualized standard
deviation at 5.42% per year as compared to the other advanced economy corporate
bond markets whose return volatility ranges from 2.01% per year for Japan to 4.47%
per year for the UK. In addition to the first two moments of the return distribution,
Table 2 also reports the first order autocorrelation of returns. While large estimates
of first order autocorrelation might imply stale data, I show that the first order
autocorrelation for the constructed bond returns is comparable to the equity returns
autocorrelation from the MSCI indices, which has been well studied and used in the
international finance literature.
In addition to the all investment corporate bond portfolios, I subdivide coun-
try bond portfolios into groupings with the following characteristics: long maturity
corporate (10+ years to maturity), intermediate maturity corporate (6-10 year ma-
turity), and short maturity corporate (3-5 year maturity), industrial sector issues
and financial sector issues13. Table 3 shows the annualized mean and standard de-
viations for hedged dollar returns for the country bond portfolios and sub-portfolios
12This is similar to the finding in Berger and Warnock [9]
13There are generally not enough bonds to partition by rating and maturity, and out of the two,
maturity tends to be a more dominant factor
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partitioned by maturity and industry. The top panel of Table 3 repeats the hedged
returns shown in Table 2 for the portfolio with all investment grade bonds. The
second panel of Table 3 reports the return statistics of the portfolios across different
maturity horizons. Not surprising, for every country, the volatility of the long ma-
turity bonds are higher. Particularly, in the case of the US, the annualized standard
deviation of the short term corporate bonds is 3.68%, while the long maturity bonds
have a annualize volatility of 9.40%. The third panel of Table 3 outlines the returns
for industry breakdowns, where differences across countries seem to be minimal for
the first two moments of the return series.
While the individual asset means and variances are important for the mean
variance analysis that is to follow, the portfolio variance is also heavily influenced by
the correlation of across assets. Table 4 reports the correlation of hedged returns for
the country level all corporate bond indices and equity indices. Comparing the top
and bottom panels of Table 4, the correlation for these developed economies is some
times much lower for the corporate bond markets than for the equity markets. The
pairwise correlation for equity markets is always greater than 50%, while correlation
for corporate bond returns can be as low as 7%. As an example, the Australian
corporate bond portfolio has a 36% correlations with the US corporate bond market,
whereas the Australian equity market returns are correlated with the US equity
market at 69%. Since both equity and bond returns are converted to hedged dollar
returns in the same way, the lower correlation are driven by the dynamics of the
underlying market.
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2.4 Mean Variance Efficiency Gains
This section explores the portfolio gains to including foreign corporate bond with the
return series described above. As motivated earlier by the mean variance investor
portfolio problem, the investor will choose a combination of risky assets such that
it maximizes his portfolio Sharpe ratio14. In other words, the test asks if adding
foreign corporate bonds can significantly increase the portfolio Sharpe ratio, or the
mean variance efficiency of a portfolio with the 5 US benchmark assets.
Another way to analyze the Sharpe ratio contribution of the foreign corporate
bonds to the US portfolio is to ask if the maximal portfolio Sharpe ratio with and
without the foreign bonds are equivalent. To test the null hypothesis that the the
maximal portfolio Sharpe ratio is the same with and without a test asset, I can
equivalently run a regression with the test asset as the dependent variable and
the benchmark assets as the independent variables and test for a zero intercept
condition. 15. Here he test assets will be the set of foreign corporate bond indices
and the benchmark assets will be the Fama-French 5 US assets discussed in Section
2.3.
To start, I test the efficiency gain of the univariate case and test each foreign
corporate bond index one at a time against the US benchmark. To test for the zero
intercept restriction, I analyze the coefficient and t-statistic on the intercept term,
or alpha, in the below regression equation:
14Sharpe ratio is defined as µp/σp, where µp is the mean portfolio excess return and σp is the
standard deviation of the portfolio excess return
15For detailed discussion of the equivalence, see Jobson [26], Jobson and Korkie [27]
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rFort = α+β1 ∗mktrft +β2 ∗ smbt +β3 ∗hmlt +β4 ∗TERMt +β5 ∗DEFt + et (2.4)
where rFort is the excess return on the foreign bond index. In addition, mktrft is the
excess return on US equity market, smbt is the return on small minus big portfolio,
hmlt is the return on high minus low portfolio, TERMt is the excess return on the
30 year treasury, DEFt is the excess return on the US corporate bond index, and et
is an error term.
Table 5 shows the result for the above excess return regressions for each of the
foreign investment grade indices individually with the corresponding t-statistic for
each coefficient. The top row labeled ”Alpha” reports the intercept coefficient, α,
which measures the gain in portfolio Sharpe ratio of including foreign corporate
bonds. When I include each country separately into the US benchmark of Fama-
French 5 factors, most of the α estimates are statistically insignificant at the 10%
level with the exception of Japan, which is highly significant with a t-statistic of
3.25. Economically, however, the point estimates of the intercepts suggest that
including foreign corporate bonds can increase portfolio Sharpe ratios anywhere
from -0.04% to 0.15% per month, or an annualized rate of -0.48% to 1.8% per year.
In particular, Japan provides the highest Sharpe ratio increase at 1.8% per year
and is highly statistically significant. Moreover, Canada is narrowly rejected with a
potential increase to the US benchmark Sharpe ratio of almost 1% per year.
Table 5 also reports the adjusted R2 from the regression in Equation 2.4, which
varies quite dramatically depending on the country test portfolios. The lowest ad-
justed R2 is on the Japan corporate bond portfolio where the US benchmark asset
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returns can only explain about 4% of the variation. Interestingly, Canada has an
adjusted R2 of 62%, which implies that the US benchmark portfolio explains a large
portion of the Canadian corporate bond return dynamics, and yet positive potential
efficiency gains are narrowly rejected.
In terms of loadings on the US benchmark assets in Equation 2.4, Table 5 illus-
trates that most countries’ corporate bond portfolios load statistically significantly
on the US bond market factors of TERM and DEF. Recall, DEF is just the excess
return on the US corporate bond portfolio. The one anomaly is Japan, which seem
to have insignificant loading on all the US factors. There does not seem to be a
consistent pattern on how foreign corporate bonds load on the US equity factors
of mktrf, smb, and hml. In particular, Canada and UK corporate bond portfolios
move together with the US equity market, while Japan, Europe and Australia have
negative co-movements with the US equity market.
2.4.1 Mean Variance Efficient Portfolio Holdings
The above section outlines the potential gains that could have been achieved by
including each country corporate bond portfolio individually in the US benchmark.
However, as established in the portfolio choice problem earlier, the investor must
choose the weights in the portfolio to achieve any potential gains. This section
will explore the tangency portfolio weights in the foreign corporate bonds that are
implied by the potential gains found in the previous section. Using the methodology
from Britten-Jones [8] to derive a sampling distribution for the portfolio weights, I
also test if the foreign weights are statistically different from zero.
The weights of the mean variance efficient tangency portfolio, for N test asset and
K number of US benchmark assets, can be constructed with the following equation:
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w =
Σ−1 ∗ µ
i
′
K+N ∗ Σ−1 ∗ µ
(2.5)
where w is a (K+N) x 1 vector of portfolio weights, iK+N is a (K+N) x 1 vector
of ones, µ is (K+N) x 1 mean excess return vector, and Σ is an (K+N) x (K+N)
covariance matrix.
Table 6 reports the mean variance portfolio weights of the tangency portfolio
that includes the US benchmark assets and the specified country corporate bond
portfolio. For example, the tangency portfolio with the US benchmark and the
Australian corporate bond portfolio implies an allocation of 46% in the Australian
bond portfolio, 5% in the US mktrf, 17% in smb, and so on. Looking across the
different country corporate bond portfolios in the top panel of Table 6, the point
estimates for the implied portfolio weight in the foreign corporate bonds can be
large, ranging from -26% for the UK to 81% for Japan.
While the implied portfolio weights in the foreign corporate bond portfolios seem
large, as argued by Britten-Jones [8], the point estimate must be taken in context
of the sampling distribution. In particular, if there is a lot of sampling variation
in the estimate of the tangency portfolio weights, the implied weight might not be
statistically different from zero. Table 6 also reports the corresponding t-statistics
of the weight in the foreign corporate bond portfolio under the point estimate of
portfolio weights. Of the five country corporate bond portfolios, only Japan has
a statistically significant weight with a t-statistic of 3.25. The implied tangency
portfolio holding in this case is to allocate 81% of the portfolio weight in the Japanese
foreign corporate bonds.
The fact that only Japan has a statistically significant weight is not particularly
surprising, since from the excess return regression results in Table 5, Japan is the
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only country corporate bond portfolio that provides statistical significance Sharpe
ratio gains. However, for the other countries the statistically insignificant weights
in the country corporate bond portfolios makes it difficult to compare to observed
foreign corporate bond holdings of the US investor. In particular, if the weight in
the foreign corporate bond portfolio is statistically insignificant, then in a classical
hypothesis testing framework the US investor can interpret it as optimal to hold any
weight between zero and the point estimate. One way to get around the difficulty
in interpreting the insignificant weights is to use a Bayesian portfolio allocation
framework.
2.4.2 Estimation Risk and Bayesian Portfolio Holdings
In the classical estimation framework, the investor is assumed to know the true
parameter values in Equation 2.4 and the statistical insignificance of the intercept
from zero is driven all by sampling variation. However, in reality, the investor may
be uncertain about the true parameter values in Equation 2.4, and will need to make
portfolio allocation decisions taking into account estimation risk. In the Bayesian
framework, the investor holds a prior belief about the true underlying parameter.
But this prior is not just one parameter value, but rather a distribution where the
variance of the distribution represents the perceived uncertainty of the investor.
The null hypothesis used in Section 4.1 test for the hypothesis that α in Equation
2.4 is equal to zero. This does not however take into account parameter uncertainty
or estimation risk. In the Bayesian framework, the investor’s prior belief will be
centered around that idea that the true parameter of α is zero, but that there some
uncertainty about the true parameter value of zero represented by the prior variance,
σ2α. Economically, this has the interpretation that the investor has a prior that is
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centered around the belief that the US benchmark is fully efficient, and there is
no Sharpe ratio gain to including foreign corporate bonds. However, the investor
holds some uncertainty around this belief as represented by σ2α. I will compute
the implied portfolio holdings, varying this degree of uncertainty, and compare the
implied holdings to the observed 6% portfolio holdings of foreign corporate bonds.
Following the methodology outlined in Pastor [36], let θ = (α,B2, σ
2) be the
parameter vector of Equation 2.4, where α is the regression intercept, B2 is the
vector of loadings on the US benchmark portfolios, and σ2 is the variance of the
regression residuals. As motivated earlier, the prior on α will have mean zero, and
variance σ2α. For the other parameters, B2 and σ
2, the prior will be the estimated
from a prior estimation period of Jan 1997 - Dec 1997, and have arbitrarily large prior
variances to capture the idea that the investor stands uninformed about the other
parameters. Therefore, the likelihood of the parameters given the data, L(θ|Φ), will
be formed over the period Jan 1998 - Dec 2008. The posterior distribution of the
parameters is then:
p(θ|Φ) ∝ p(θ)L(θ|Φ)
where p(θ) is the prior distribution over the parameter estimates. The above equa-
tion simply says that the posterior distribution p(θ|Φ) is a combination of the prior
belief and the likelihood estimates from the data.
To sample from the posterior distribution, p(θ|Φ), I use the Gibbs sampler and
exploit the ease of sampling from the conditional distribution of p(B|Φ, σ2) and
p(σ2|Φ, B), where B = (α,B2). I initiate the Gibbs sampler using an estimate of σ2
from the prior estimation period of Jan 1997 - Dec 1997. With the initial estimate
of σ2, s2, I draw a vector B̂ from the distribution of p(B|Φ, s2). Then given the
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draw of B̂, I draw a new s2 from the marginal distribution p(σ2|Φ, B̂). By sampling
continuously in this way, the draws converge and are then made as if they were
from the joint posterior distribution of p(B, σ2|Φ). To eliminate the effects of the
initialization of the Gibbs sampler, I discard the first 1,000 draws. So in total, the
Gibbs sampler produces 300,000 draws from the joint posterior distribution, less the
first 1,000.
Using the posterior means of the parameters and draws from the predictive
density of benchmark returns16, I use Equation 2.4 to draw from the predictive
distribution of foreign corporate bond return, rFORt+1 . Given draws of the predictive
returns, (rFort+1 ,mktrft+1, smbt+1, hmlt+1, TERMt+1, DEFt+1), I compute the mean
and variance of the predictive distribution, Ẽ and Ṽ . Then the mean variance
optimal weights are, where i is a column vector of ones:
w =
Ṽ −1 ∗ Ẽ
i′ ∗ Ṽ −1 ∗ Ẽ
(2.6)
Intuitively, if σα = 0, the Bayesian investor is perfectly confident that the true
parameter of α = 0 and is dogmatic that the US benchmark portfolio is fully effi-
cient. In other words, no additional Sharpe ratio gains can be achieved by adding
foreign corporate bonds into the US benchmark portfolio. In this case, the investor
would choose to holds no foreign bonds. However, as the prior uncertainty on the
true parameter value of α grows, the Bayesian investor entertains the idea that the
true parameter of α may not be zero, and considers the positive point estimate as
capturing both sampling variation and estimation risk. And, as the uncertainty on
the true parameter value of α increases, the investor considers more the positive
16Detailed methodology is outlined in Appendix
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intercept estimate from the likelihood and put increasing weight on the foreign cor-
porate bond index. Finally, when σα =∞ and the investor has a completely diffuse
prior, the Bayesian portfolio allocation will rely solely on the likelihood estimate,
which is the point estimate implied by the mean variance portfolio weight.
Table 7 presents the Bayesian portfolio weights on the foreign corporate bond
portfolio as the prior variance on α increases from zero to 10% per annum. At
low 1% prior uncertainty on the true parameter of α, the Bayesian investor would
already choose to hold 37% of the portfolio in the Australian corporate bond. The
remainder of the portfolio is allocated among the US benchmark portfolios, which is
suppressed from the table for clarity. For all three countries (Australia, Canada, and
Europe) that had positive but statistically insignificant intercept estimates, at 1%
prior variance, the Bayesian portfolio allocation already implies a foreign holding in
the range of 25% to 57%17. This implies that even with a small amount of estimation
risk, a Bayesian investor would invest a reasonably large portion of his portfolio in
foreign corporate bonds.
To put these weights in context with existing literature on foreign equity hold-
ings, I report in the last panel of Table 7 the implied Bayesian portfolio weights from
Pastor (2000) of foreign equity markets18. He finds that at 1% prior variance, the
implied holding of foreign equity is only 7% of the portfolio. The conclusion is that
in order to match the observed 8% holdings in foreign equities of US investors, the
implied prior variance must be tight around 1% per annum19. In comparison, the
17While 1% prior uncertainty was described as very tight by Pastor, the variance for bond
portfolios are significantly less than equity portfolios. A more comparable ”tight” prior on bonds
will certainly be a much smaller prior uncertainty and proportional to the expected variance of the
bond portfolio.
18The US benchmark used in Pastor 2000 is the VW NYSE and the foreign equity asset is the
MSCI Morgan Stanley World-Except US portfolio (WXUS)
198% holding of foreign equities can be found in Lewis (1999), and referenced in Pastor (2000)
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weight in the foreign corporate bond indices is at 25% portfolio holding in foreign
corporate bonds at the 1% prior variance level. This is because, the equity mean
variance efficiency result in Pastor (2000) had a much weaker statistically signifi-
cance than the analysis with foreign corporate bonds shown earlier. As an example,
recall that the intercept on Canadian corporate bonds from Table 5 was narrowly
rejected with a t-statistic is 1.50, whereas, Pastor (2000) reports a t-statistic on the
intercept of foreign equities on the US equity market of 0.64. Therefore, a Bayesian
investor must hold a much stronger confidence in the US benchmark portfolio to
justify a similar percentage in the foreign corporate bonds.
2.4.3 Pooling all countries together
The previous sections have tested the mean variance efficiency gains and holdings
when individual country corporate bond portfolios are added to the US benchmark
assets. As I have demonstrated, individual country corporate bond portfolios do
not provide are statistically insignificant efficiency gains to the tangency portfolio,
except in the case of Japan. However, countries can individually provide statisti-
cally insignificant gains, but still provide efficiency gains to the US investor jointly.
This hypothesis can be tested by asking if all the intercept terms in Equation 2.4
are jointly statistically different from zero. Under the null hypothesis that all αs
are jointly equal to zero, the following J-statistic is unconditionally distributed with
central F-distribution with N and T-N-K degrees of freedom20, where N is the num-
ber of test assets, K is the number of benchmark assets, and T is the length of time
observations:
20See Equation (6.2.12) of Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay [13]
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J1 = (T −N −K)/N [1 + µ̂k ∗ Ω̂−1 ∗ µ̂k]−1(â ∗ Σ̂−1 ∗ â) ∼ F (N, T −N −K) (2.7)
where â is the vector of estimated alphas, µ̂k is the mean estimate of the benchmark
assets, Σ̂ is the variance covariance matrix of the regression residuals, and Ω̂ is the
maximum likelihood estimate of variance covariance matrix for the benchmark asset
portfolio returns.
Table 8 shows the results of the above J-statistic, with the corresponding p-
values for the F distribution. The first column labeled ”All” is the J-statistic for the
joint test that includes all the country portfolios. The p-value for all the country
corporate bond portfolios is 2%, which implies that the test rejects the hypothesis
that all alphas are zero at the 5% confidence level. However, at the 1% confidence
level, the hypothesis that all intercepts are jointly zero can not be rejected.
The remaining columns of Table 8 test for the joint statistical significance of
alphas using the sub-portfolios for each country. As mentioned earlier for each
country, I formed sub-indices based on the maturity and industry of the corporate
bonds. The second column is the J-statistic that tests for the joint significance of all
short term corporate bonds against the US benchmark assets. From the resulting
p-values, all foreign corporate bond portfolios, except for the long term maturity
portfolios, do jointly provide statistically significant gains to the US benchmark
portfolios.
It is an interesting comparison that in pairwise tests only Japan is statistically
significant, and yet jointly the corporate bond portfolios do bring higher risk ad-
justed returns to the US benchmark. However, it might be all driven by the Japanese
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corporate bond portfolio, in which case, we don’t need the remaining portfolios. To
test this conjecture, I compute the mean variance weights on the tangency portfolio
that includes all foreign corporate bond portfolios to see if any other countries have
statistically significant weights. Table 9 reports the tangency portfolio weights when
all the foreign corporate bond portfolios are pooled together with the US benchmark
assets. As demonstrated by Table 9, the tangency portfolio weights imply a statis-
tically significant long position in Japan of 69% and a short position of -22% in the
UK, and the portfolio weights in the other countries are not statistically different
from zero. Supposing a US investor puts zero weight in the statistically insignificant
foreign corporate bond portfolios and 69% in Japan and -22% in UK, this would
imply a net position of 47% in foreign corporate bonds, which in economic terms is
a substantial part of the portfolio.
2.5 Gains from Risk Reduction
The mean variance analysis in the previous sections measured gains in terms of in-
creasing Sharpe ratio of the tangency portfolio. To achieve mean variance efficiency,
the portfolio optimization trades off the asset’s contribution to the portfolio mean
return, with its effect on portfolio variance. In order to decouple to the two effects,
this section isolates the means and measures the gain from a pure risk reduction
perspective. This can be done by analyzing the minimum variance portfolio, and
asking how much pure portfolio risk reduction can be achieved with the minimum
variance portfolio of including foreign corporate bonds.
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The minimum variance portfolio weights are the solution to the following opti-
mization problem:
min w
′
gmvΣwgmv s.t w
′
gmv ∗ iK+N = 1 (2.8)
The solution for the portfolio weight in each of the K benchmark assets plus N
test assets follows the below formula:
wgmv =
Σ−1 ∗ iK+N
i
′
K+N ∗ Σ−1 ∗ iK+N
(2.9)
where wgmv is a (K+N) x 1 vector of portfolio weights for the global minimum
variance portfolio, iK+N is a (K+N) x 1 vector of ones, and Σ is an (K+N) x (K+N)
covariance matrix.
Comparing Equation 2.9 against Equation 2.5, it is clear that the global min-
imum variance portfolio excludes the effects of expected returns and creates the
portfolio that has the lowest possible portfolio risk. In generating the portfolio with
the smallest variance, the portfolio weights will to tend to favor assets that have
lower variance since potentially lower expected returns that associate with lower
asset variance is not considered. From this perspective, it is unsurprising that the
US equity portfolios will always have lower weights than the bond portfolios. The
more interesting dynamic is the tradeoff between foreign corporate bond portfolios
and the US bond portfolios represented by TERM and DEF factors.
Table 10 provides estimates of the minimum variance portfolio weights when
foreign corporate bond portfolios are included one at a time. The minimum variance
portfolio weights demonstrate the investor should short the US 30 Year treasury and
hold a mix of US and foreign corporate bonds to achieve the lowest possible portfolio
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variance. The US equity market portfolio also contribute to risk reduction but in
general command a smaller portion of the portfolio. The lower panel of Table 10
shows the portfolio volatility gains that can be achieved when including each foreign
corporate bond to the US benchmark. The minimum variance portfolio formed only
with the US benchmark has an average annualized portfolio standard deviation of
4%, while the minimum variance portfolio with both the US benchmark and the
foreign corporate bonds have a standard deviation ranging from 1.7% to 3.6%. So
on average, just including one foreign corporate bond portfolio to the US benchmark
could potentially decrease the global minimum variance portfolio standard deviation
by anywhere from 10% to 58%.
However, these gains are computed in sample and therefore are the upper bound
to potential diversification gains to a US investor over the entire estimated sample
period. For out of sample portfolio variance reduction to the global minimum vari-
ance portfolio, I use the period Jan 1997 - Dec 1998, to estimate the minimum vari-
ance portfolio weights. Keeping the weights from the estimation period, I compute
the minimum variance portfolio returns for each month for Jan 1999 - Dec 2008, and
plot the realized return standard deviation of a rolling 12 month window. There-
fore, Jan 2000 plots the annualized standard deviation of the minimum variance
portfolio returns from Jan 1999 - Jan 2000, Feb 2000 plots the annualized standard
deviation of the portfolio returns from Feb 1999 - Feb 2000, and so forth. Figure 1
shows the annualized portfolio standard deviation of the US benchmark minimum
variance portfolio versus the US benchmark plus Canada, Japan, and UK corporate
bond minimum variance portfolio. I choose to use only Canada, Japan, and the UK,
because the data for Australia and Europe are shorten and begin in 1999. As Figure
1 shows, if the investor would have held the global minimum variance portfolio with
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the weights estimated in 1997, they would have consistently experienced positive
diversification gains, even in this current crisis episode. Further, the magnitude of
risk reduction out of sample can be as large as 65%.
Of course, constant weights throughout a ten year holding period is an extreme
measure of buy and hold gains. To measure the diversification gains with some
investor portfolio re-balancing, I estimate the minimum variance portfolio weights
of the US benchmark portfolio and Canada, Japan, and UK, with a past 24 months
window and a holding period of 6 month. For example, I estimate the minimum
variance portfolio weights for the period Jan 1997 - Dec 1998 and use the weights
to compute the realized minimum variance portfolio returns for Jan, Feb, Mar,
April, May, and Jun of 1999. Then in Jun 1999, the minimum variance portfolio
weights will be re-estimated using the 24 month sample period of Jun 1997 - Jun
1999, and those weights will be used to compute the next 6 months of portfolio
returns. Given the time series returns, I plot the annualized standard deviation of
the realized minimum variance portfolio returns with a 12 month window. So the
estimated out of sample portfolio standard deviation for Jan 2000 is an estimate
of the return standard deviation for Jan 1999 - Dec 1999. Figure 2 shows the out
of sample performance of the minimum variance portfolio that is re-balanced and
held for 6 months. In comparison to the constant weight strategy used for Figure 1,
re-balancing brings the portfolio standard deviation of the US benchmark portfolio
down from a max of 10% per year to a max of 6% per year. Further, by using
a re-balancing strategy with foreign corporate bonds added to the US benchmark
portfolios, the standard deviation of the minimum variance portfolio drops from
6.5% per year to about 3% per year. The out of sample diversification gain to
holding foreign corporate bonds in the last crisis would have been a 54% reduction
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in portfolio risk.
2.6 Capturing foreign gains with Yankee Bonds
In the previous sections, I have established that there are potentially some efficiency
gains to investing in foreign corporate bond markets directly as a US investor. There
are potentially much larger and significant portfolio diversification benefits. This
suggests a secondary question: can these gains can be achieved at lower costs by
holding foreign corporate bonds that are issued in the US? As argued by Errunza
et al. [20], a combination of ADRs, multinational corporations, and country funds
provide US investors with the same gains as investing in the emerging market eq-
uities directly, but at lower transaction cost, better information, and easier access.
Motivated by this argument, this section analyzes the extent to which foreign cor-
porate bonds that trade in the US, known as Yankee bonds, can capture the gains
of investing directly in the foreign corporate bond market. To explore the ability
for Yankee bonds to capture gains from direct investment in foreign corporate bond
markets, I re-evaluate the results of the Sharpe ratio analysis and Bayesian portfolio
weight analysis with Yankee bonds added to the US benchmark.
To test the efficiency gains of the tangency portfolio, I run the following excess
return regression of each foreign corporate bond index against the US benchmark
plus the Yankee portfolio, where the difference from Equation 2.4 is the extra β6
term as a part of the benchmark:
rFort = α+β1∗mktrft+β2∗smbt+β3∗hmlt+β4∗TERMt+β5∗DEFt+β6∗Y ankeet+ut
(2.10)
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where rFort is the excess return on the foreign bond index. In addition, mktrft is the
excess return on US equity market, smbt is the return on small minus big portfolio,
hmlt is the return on high minus low portfolio, TERMt is the excess return on
the 30 year treasury, DEFt is the excess return on the US corporate bond index,
Y ankeet is the excess return on the Yankee bond portfolio that corresponds to the
foreign bond index, and ut is an error term.
For each country in Table 11, I compare the results of the above regression with
and without Yankee bonds in the US benchmark. The first column of each country
is taken directly from Table 5, and is the result of the excess return regression
specified in Equation 2.4. The side by side comparison of the US benchmark portfolio
with and without Yankee bonds shows that including Yankee bonds does not make
a material difference in either the point estimate or statistical significance of the
intercept. For example, as outlined in Table 11 the estimated Sharpe ratio gain of
including Australia corporate bond portfolio to the US benchmark is .06% per month
when the US benchmark portfolio does not include Yankee bonds, with a t-statistic
of 1.02. In comparison, when I add Yankee bonds to the US benchmark, the implied
Sharpe ratio gain to the US benchmark portfolio that contains Yankee bonds is still
.06% per month, with a t-statistic of 0.98. In fact, none of the intercept estimates
change when I add each country’s Yankee bond portfolio to the US benchmark. As
I demonstrated earlier, the only country that provides statistically significant gains
to the US benchmark portfolio in Table 5 is Japan. Again, in the case of Japan,
the inclusion of Yankee bonds in the US benchmark does not change the statistical
significance of the implied 1.8% portfolio Share ratio gain to the US investor.
As argued earlier, the insignificance of the portfolio Sharpe ratio gains necessarily
imply that the investor will allocate zero weight on the foreign corporate bond
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portfolios. Particularly, when the investor is faced with estimation risk in a Bayesian
framework, the implied portfolio holdings in the foreign corporate bond portfolios
are above 25%, even when the investor holds only a little uncertainty that the true
efficiency gain is zero. To test if the inclusion of Yankee bonds significantly decreases
the Bayesian portfolio holdings analyzed earlier, I include Yankee bonds in the US
benchmark assets and re-examine the implied Bayesian portfolio holdings on the
foreign corporate bonds.
Table 12 compares the implied Bayesian tangency portfolio weights with and
without Yankee bonds, while varying the parameter uncertainty of the true value of
the intercept. For the tangency portfolio with Australian foreign corporate bonds,
Yankee bonds, and US benchmark asset, at 1% annual prior variance, the implied
Bayesian portfolio weight in the Australian foreign corporate bond is still fairly large
at 31% of the portfolio. To facilitate the comparison, earlier results presented in
Table 7 are shown underneath the results with Yankee bonds. At 1% prior variance,
the implied Bayesian portfolio holdings does not change much despite the inclusion
of Yankee bonds. For Australia, the implied Bayesian holding in Australian bonds
decreases from 37% to 31%, which is largely driven by the slight reduction in t-
statistic of the intercept estimate in Table 11. The effect of including Yankee bonds
in the US benchmark portfolio have little effect on the implied holdings of the
foreign corporate bond portfolio across all the countries, particularly for the lower
prior variances. In fact, across all the countries, even at a fairly tight prior of 1%
prior variance per annum, the holding of foreign corporate bonds across all countries
is still at 23%.
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2.6.1 Why don’t Yankees capture gains?
The inability for Yankee bonds to capture the gains of investing abroad seem puz-
zling in light of the equities analysis by Errunza et al. [20]. While exploring all the
reasons why this is the case is beyond the scope of this paper, this section tests the
hypothesis that Yankee bond returns follow closely the dynamics of US corporate
bond and have fewer similarities to the bond indices of the foreign markets. To
test this hypothesis, I first use mean variance spanning to test which Yankee bond
portfolios have investment opportunity sets that can be traced out with a combi-
nation of US benchmark assets. Then, I use a regression analysis of Yankee bonds
on US benchmark assets to show that Yankee bond returns are much less statisti-
cally sensitive to the foreign corporate bond market than to the US corporate bond
market.
As described earlier in section 4, a formal test of spanning involves two conditions
on the regression in Equation ??, the intercept equals zero and the slope coefficients
adds to one. I test to see if each Yankee bond portfolio can be spanned by the
the US benchmark of equity and bond portfolios. The top panel of Table 13 shows
the F-statistic and corresponding p-values of the spanning test when only DEF and
TERM are used as the right hand side variable of Equation ??. Using just the two
US benchmark bond variables of DEF and TERM, Europe and UK have p-values
above the 5% level at 48.5% and 5.2% respectively. This means that the test can not
reject the hypothesis that DEF and TERM spans the European and UK corporate
bond portfolios at the 5% level. Further, when I add the US equity portfolios in the
second panel of Table 13, Australia has a p-value of 6.6% which implies that at the
5% level, the test cannot reject the hypothesis that the Australian Yankee bonds is
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spanned by a combination of US equity and bond portfolios.
Spanning tests places a stringent requirement on the benchmark assets in that
they must trace out exactly the same investment opportunity set as the Yankee
bond portfolios. However, the fact that Yankee bonds do not capture the gains
from the foreign market may be because they are more correlated with the US
benchmark assets and less with their home markets. Since Yankee bonds are traded
in the US secondary bond market, I use the two US bond market variables, TERM
and DEF, as controls, and test for the sensitivity of Yankee bond returns to their
home corporate bond returns. Recall that TERM is the excess return on the 30
year US treasury and DEF is the excess return on the US corporate bond portfolio.
As shown by Diebold, Li, and Yue [18], there is evidence of global factors that
move all bond markets. To account for any global dynamics that affect both the
foreign and the US bond markets, I also control for the interaction effect between
US corporate bond returns and the foreign corporate bond returns. Therefore, to
explore the sensitivity of Yankee bonds to their foreign corporate bond market, I
run the following regression analysis:
rY ankeet = c+ γ1 ∗ TERMt + γ2 ∗DEFt + γ3 ∗ rFort + γ4 ∗ rFort ∗DEFt + ηt (2.11)
where rY ankeet is the excess return on a country specific Yankee bond portfolio. On
the right hand side, rFort is the excess return on the foreign corporate bond index
trading in the local market, TERMt is the excess return on the 30 year treasury,
DEFt is the excess return on the US corporate bond index, and ηt is an error term.
Table 11 shows the results of the above regression of Yankee bond returns on US
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bond returns and foreign corporate bond returns. First, the intercept coefficients are
all statistically insignificant from zero, with t-statistics ranging from -0.13 to 0.71.
This implies that adding Yankee bonds to a portfolio of 30 year US treasury, US
corporate bonds, and foreign corporate bonds do not bring any significant efficiency
gains. Further, Table 11 indicates that the loading of Yankee bonds on the DEF
factor, which is the excess return on the US corporate bond portfolio, ranges between
0.74 to 1.06 and highly statistically significant.
In contrast, the third panel of Table 11 reveals the estimates and t-statistic of
γ3 in Equation 2.11. The sensitivity of Yankee bond returns to their foreign market
returns ranges between -0.12 to 0.26 and all have t-statistics that are statistically
insignificant at the 5% level. In comparison, the sensitivity of Yankee bond returns
to the US corporate bond returns, or DEF, were all above 0.74 and statistically
significant.
From the regression analysis, I find that Yankee bond returns are much more
sensitive to US corporate bond returns than their home corporate bond returns. This
supports the earlier finding that Yankee bonds are significantly different from their
home market corporate bonds as to not capture the gains from direct investment.
And in the case of Australia, Europe and the US, the result of the spanning test
show that some combination of the US benchmark assets can replicate the entire
investment opportunity of the Yankee bonds.
2.7 Robustness
Sections 5 and 6 of this chapter underscores the substantial diversification gains
to holding hedged foreign corporate bonds, gains that can not be mimicked by
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holding Yankee bonds. For a US investor holding a benchmark portfolio of equity
and bond assets, these gains seem to be particularly large both in sample and out
of sample for the most recent crisis period. This section extends the previous risk
reduction analysis with three alternative specifications. First, I explore the time
variation in diversification gains with a rolling window estimation of the minimum
variance portfolio. Second, I analyze the effect of the foreign exchange hedge on risk
reduction by computing the diversification gains with unhedged foreign corporate
bond portfolio returns. And last, I examine the importance of using both equity
and bond portfolios in the US benchmark assets by measuring the diversification
gains when only the US corporate bond portfolio is used as the benchmark.
2.7.1 Time Variation in Diversification Gains
There is a large body of empirical evidence that documents the time variation in the
co-movement of assets.21 Since the minimum variance portfolio depends solely on
the variance covariance structure of asset return, any time variation in asset return
co-movements may have large effects on the diversification gains measure earlier.
To analyze the time dynamics, I estimate the in-sample portfolio risk reduction to
the minimum variance portfolio using a rolling estimation window of 24 months.
Further, to analyze the potential of foreign equities to capture the diversification
gains, I compare the risk reduction gains of the minimum variance portfolio with
foreign equities versus foreign bonds.
Specifically, starting with Jan 1999, I estimate the minimum variance portfolio
weights using the past 24 month window and compute the in sample reduction to
annualized portfolio standard deviation. Rolling the window over month by month,
21Most recently, Bekeart, Hodrick, and Zhang [6]
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Figure 3 graphs the in sample gains to the global minimum variance portfolio of the
US benchmark versus the US benchmark plus Canada, Japan, and UK corporate
bonds.22 The plot shows that there is substantial time variation in the diversification
gains from foreign corporate bonds. In particular, during periods of heightened
volatility for the US benchmark portfolio, the inclusion of foreign corporate bonds
seem to greatly reduce the volatility on the global minimum variance portfolio.
While the diversification gains in Figure 3 are quite striking, it might be that
much of the gains can be captured using foreign equities instead. Figure 4 graphs the
time varying risk reduction of including foreign equities to the US benchmark asset
versus including foreign corporate bonds23. Using the same 24 month rolling window
methodology as Figure 3, Figure 4 plots the portfolio standard deviation of the US
benchmark, of the US benchmark plus foreign equities, and of the US benchmark
plus foreign bonds. The graph shows that the inclusion of foreign equities does
provide some diversification benefits, particularly in the earlier periods. However,
the diversification benefits have become more muted over time, and in the most
recent credit crisis, foreign equities do not seem to provide much diversification
benefits when compared against the diversification gains from foreign bonds.
2.7.2 Diversification Gains with Unhedged Returns
As typically done in the international finance literature on equities, diversification
gains are measured with unhedged foreign returns, or returns that are inclusive of
foreign exchange exposure. As previously discussed, unhedged returns from foreign
corporate bond portfolios are far more volatile than their hedged counterparts. This
22Australia and Europe portfolios do not span the full sample period.
23Foreign equities corresponds to the three countries included in foreign corporate bonds namely
Canada, Japan, and UK
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is a reflection of the fact that the unhedged corporate bond portfolio combines both
the credit market risk as well as the foreign exchange risk. Therefore, to explore
the effects of foreign exchange on previously measured diversification gains24, this
section analyzes the risk reduction properties of unhedged corporate bond returns
against the US benchmark.
Using the same in sample rolling methodology as described in section 7.1, Figure
5 shows the variance reduction of including unhedged foreign corporate bond port-
folios into the US benchmark assets. Since there is no foreign exchange exposure
on the US benchmark assets, the minimum variance portfolio of the US benchmark
in Figure 5 is the same as Figure 3. The portfolio variance of the US benchmark
plus the unhedged foreign corporate bonds shows much smaller diversification gains
than earlier when foreign bond portfolios were hedged. In contrast to the diversifi-
cation gains of up to 75% with hedged returns, Figure 5 shows that the in sample
risk reduction of including unhedged foreign corporate bonds are at best 25% in the
most recent crisis. In particular, because the foreign corporate bonds are much more
volatile due to the foreign exchange risk, the minimum variance portfolio weights are
skewed more towards the US benchmark assets. Therefore, the portfolio variance
with foreign corporate bonds trails closely with the portfolio variance with just the
benchmark assets.
2.7.3 US Corporate Bond Portfolio as the Benchmark
Up to this point, all analysis has been conducted from the perspective of a US in-
vestor, who is exposed to the US corporate bond market, but holds a well-diversified
24Note that the earlier ”hedged” returns do include some basis risk, as only the current value of
the bond and the expected accrued interest is hedged with a 1 month forward. Any price changes
are still subject to foreign exchange risk. However, the bond value changes are small, which limits
the exposure to foreign exchange risk.
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portfolio of the US equity and bond portfolios. However, in the case of some financial
institutions that hold a majority of their portfolio in corporate bonds for regulatory
requirements, the exposure to the corporate bond market may be much larger than
what is implied in the mean variance efficient allocation of the US benchmark bond
and equity portfolios. It is standard in the literature to use the US equity markets
to analyze the diversification benefits of foreign equities, so comparably, US corpo-
rate bond market may be the appropriate benchmark for foreign corporate bonds.
Therefore, this section uses the US corporate bond portfolio as the sole benchmark
asset and analyze the effect on diversification of adding foreign corporate bonds.
Again using the in sample rolling window estimates of variance reduction to the
minimum variance portfolio, Figure 6 shows the in sample risk reduction of including
foreign corporate bonds to a benchmark of the US corporate bond market. The time
plot shows that including foreign corporate bonds diversifies the risks of just holding
the US corporate bond market by 50% or more, and is often much greater during
crisis periods. In addition, the diversification gains to the US corporate bond market
of adding foreign equities was particularly pronounced during the recent crisis period
where holding the global minimum variance portfolio with foreign bonds would have
brought the portfolio volatility down from 7% per year to about 1% per year.
Finally, to better understand the achievable gains rather than the potential gains,
I compute the out of sample portfolio standard deviation reductions as measured
by re-balancing and holding the estimated minimum variance portfolio weights for
6 months. Using the same estimation method as used in Figure 2, I estimate the
minimum variance portfolio weights using a sample period of the past 24 months
and then compute the realized return on the minimum variance portfolio holding
the estimated weights for the next 6 months. Then at the end of the 6 months,
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I again use the past 24 month return to estimate a new set of minimum variance
portfolio weights, and carry it forward for 6 months. In this way, I generate a time
series of out of sample minimum variance portfolio returns. Then, Figure 7 graphs
the 12 month standard deviation of the minimum variance portfolio returns for the
US Corporate bond plus the foreign corporate bonds. In comparison, to the out
of sample analysis when the benchmark was the US equity and bond portfolios,
an investor holding just the US corporate bond would experience a dramatic risk
reduction if he were to add corporate bonds from Canada, Japan, and the UK.
In particular, for the most recent crisis period, the out of sample risk reduction
to the US corporate bond market of holding the minimum variance portfolio with
foreign corporate bonds would have brought down the annualized portfolio standard
deviation from over 9% per year to a little under 2% per year, which is over a 75%
risk reduction.
2.8 Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated the gains to US investor of holding foreign corporate
bonds. Jointly, the inclusion of corporate bonds from Australia, Canada, Europe,
Japan, and UK provides a statistically significant increase to the portfolio Sharpe
ratio of the US benchmark equity and bond portfolios. Moreover, the mean variance
efficient portfolio weights implied by both classical estimation and Bayesian analysis
suggests that US investors who have a benchmark of US equity and bond portfolios
should invest over 25% of their portfolios in foreign corporate bonds.
In addition to mean variance efficiency gains, I measure pure risk reduction
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gains as variance reduction on the minimum variance portfolio. I find that includ-
ing foreign corporate bonds provides economically large and statistically significant
diversification benefits to benchmark of US equity and bond portfolios. While there
is time variation with in diversification gains, I find that holding foreign corporate
bonds has the potential to decrease the in sample portfolio volatility by as large as
77%. Further, out of sample performance for the most simplistic constant weight
buy and hold strategy would imply consistently positive risk reduction for the mini-
mum variance portfolio. And if the investor were to re-balance every six months, the
inclusion of foreign corporate bonds would decrease the out of sample annualized
portfolio standard deviation from 7% per year to 3% per year.
Finally, motivated by the idea that foreign issued corporate bonds that trade in
the US may provide easier access and lower cost way of achieving these potentially
large diversification gains of investing in foreign markets, I test the ability for Yankee
bonds to capture the same benefit. I find that the addition of Yankee bonds to the
US benchmark assets does not change the implied mean variance efficiency gains of
investing directly in the foreign corporate bond markets. In addition, the Bayesian
portfolio weight in foreign corporate bonds does not dramatically decrease when
Yankee bonds are included. Using both a spanning test and a sensitivity analysis
of Yankees on US benchmark assets, I find that Yankee bonds do not capture gains
from foreign corporate bond markets because their return dynamics are more closely
related to US corporate bonds than to their home corporate bond markets.
This analysis does raise several open questions of why these gains are not being
exploited more aggressively. In particular, how large are the transaction costs and
liquidity risks that may potentially alter the gains to holding foreign corporate
bonds? What types of market frictions and legal barriers might be hindering the
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US investor to invest directly in these foreign bond markets? Moreover, while this
paper provides some preliminary evidence that these diversification gains are time-
varying, a more in-depth analysis of the changing covariance structure both within
the corporate bond market and in relation to the equity markets would be insightful.
I leave these topics open for future research.
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Chapter 3
Long Run Risk and International
Risk Sharing
3.1 Introduction
An extensive literature has examined the potential risk-sharing gains from interna-
tional diversification by focusing on models and data based upon consumption re-
lationships across countries. These consumption-based studies have largely ignored
the implications of the models for asset pricing moments, leading to counterfactual
asset pricing relationships such as low equity premia, high risk free rates, and low
volatility of asset returns. In particular, standard models assume constant relative
risk aversion utility with risk aversion parameters less than 10, even though Mehra
and Prescott [34] have shown that the equity premium cannot be explained with
parameters in this range. Even if the utility function is generalized to recursive
utility, the standard assumptions about utility parameters generate risk-free rates
that are too high as shown by Weil [44] and others. Finally, the combination of
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assumptions about state variables and preferences typically imply low or even con-
stant variability in risk-free rates.1 These counterfactual predictions in asset returns
cast doubt on the ability of the consumption-based literature to accurately measure
gains from international risk-sharing.2
Despite these implications of standard consumption-based models, new approaches
that reconsider consumption behavior have achieved better success in matching ba-
sic asset pricing moments in US returns. Bansal and Yaron [3] show that the US
equity premium, risk free rate, and variability of returns can be explained by a
small, but persistent, component in consumption growth they term ”long run risk.”
Campbell and Cochrane [12] show that the asset return behavior can be explained
by an independently and identically distributed consumption growth process, when
a slow-moving external habit to the standard power utility function is added. Let-
tau and Ludvigson [28] [30] [29] show that US cross-sectional and time series equity
returns can be explained by a consumption-based model using consumption-wealth
ratios as a proxy for the stochastic discount factor. Despite these successes, the
empirical literature has focused upon the closed economy setting.
In this paper, I begin to bridge the disconnect between international risk-sharing
and the empirical implications from consumption-based asset pricing. I develop an
risk-sharing model which incorporates a long run risk to consumption growth in a
general decentralized economy in which countries can decide to remain in autarky
or enter the risk-sharing arrangement. Using this framework, I show how welfare
gains from international risk-sharing in the decentralized economy can be formulated
from the social-planners problem, which depends upon the utility parameters and
1See for example, the discussion in Campbell and Cochrane [12] and Abel [1].
2For a survey of these counterfactual predictions and the implications for risk-sharing gains,
see Lewis [31].
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the state process distributions.
To consider the implications of international asset return behavior on consump-
tion risk-sharing, I begin with the framework used in Bansal and Yaron [3] to target
the asset returns of the US in a close economy equilibrium. As in that framework, I
develop an international consumption-based asset pricing model assuming a small,
but persistent component in consumption growth. With the assumption that all
countries share the same preference parameters, I derive an analytical formulation
of the pricing kernel for a world representative agent in the decentralized open econ-
omy. In a full risk sharing equilibrium where agents have perfect commitment,
countries will pool all consumption and buy shares of ”world” consumption based
on the open economy pricing.
While I derive the analytical solution to the open economy equilibrium with an
arbitrary number of countries, the effects of the long run risk on welfare gains in
international risk sharing can be analyzed most clearly in a two country framework. I
show that while preference parameters matter in the degree of welfare gains achieve,
the most significant increases to welfare gains from risk sharing comes from the
ability to diversify on the long run risk component of consumption growth. In
this framework, if all countries shared a common long run risk which can not be
diversified internationally then the implied welfare gains will be much smaller. With
a better understanding of the model dynamics, I begin to pin down the magnitude
of preference parameters and potential long run risk for each country using the
analytical solution from the closed economy and asset pricing data.
This chapter also matches the basic moments of an international consumption-
based asset pricing model.3 Using consumption and asset return data from seven
3In a complementary research agenda, Colce and Colacito [15] [16] examine the effects of long
run risk on real exchange rates. However, our paper focuses upon a asset return behavior and a
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countries, I use Simulated Method of Moments (SMM) to match the parameters
of the close economy consumption-based model with moments from asset returns.
In the base model, returns are driven by a common persistent consumption risk
component across countries. However, I also estimate the model allowing these
components to differ by country. As I show, there exists a great deal of heterogeneity
across countries in consumption processes and asset returns. This heterogeneity has
implications for parameter estimates to vary dramatically across different countries.
In continuing research, I will use these parameter estimates that are disciplined
by our asset return data to re-examine international risk-sharing. In this way, the
estimates of international consumption risk sharing gains are consistent with the
implications of asset return behavior.
3.2 Asset Returns and Consumption-Based Mod-
els
A large literature has considered the implications of consumption behavior on in-
ternational risk-sharing. Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland [2] observed that consump-
tion correlations are lower than output correlations which clearly violates the im-
plications of perfect risk-sharing arising from complete markets. To understand
this behavior, a large literature has considered the effects of deviations from the
standard model. These deviations include incomplete markets, transactions costs,
and country-specific non-tradeable risks such as immobile labor and non-tradeable
goods.4
common consumption good.
4For a very partial list, see Baxter and Crucini [4] on incomplete markets, Baxter and Jermann
[5] and Heathcote and Perri [23] on labor risk, Stockman and Tesar [40] on non-tradeable goods,
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A natural, but important question that arises when assessing this large literature
is: What is the economic cost of rejecting perfect international risk-sharing? If these
costs are minor, then even though the low correlation of consumption technically
implies a failure of perfect risk-sharing, this failure is economically insignificant.
On the other hand, large foregone gains to risk-sharing would imply the contrary.
Unfortunately, the literature has reported a wide range of foregone gains to risk-
sharing. Some studies have found the gains to be exceedingly small and on the order
of less than one-thousands of a percent of permanent consumption while others have
found these gains to be in excess of 100% of permanent consumption.5
While all of these studies are based upon international consumption behavior,
they differ in how well they relate this behavior to asset returns. A well known fea-
ture of standard consumption models is that the implied variability of consumption
cannot explain asset returns behavior. In particular, as Mehra and Prescott [34]
pointed out, the standard consumption-based model generates an equity premium
puzzle since the model predicts a lower premium than observed in the data. There-
fore, some international risk-sharing models have attempted to match this feature
of the data by using a risk-aversion coefficient that is sufficiently high to match
the equity premium.6 While the equity premium can be matched with the correct
choice of risk aversion coefficient, other features of asset returns are not. For ex-
ample, Weil [44] showed that the standard consumption-based model continues to
imply a risk-free rate puzzle because the model generates a higher risk-free rate than
and Tesar and Werner [41] and Warnock [42] on transactions costs. For a more detailed but dated
survey, see Lewis [31].
5While the assumptions underlying these gain calculations differ dramatically, these numbers
were taken to emphasize the wide range in the literature. For a study implying tiny gains from
international risk sharing, see Cole and Obstfeld (1991) and for large gains see Obstfeld (1994b).
Tesar (1995) and van Wincoop (1994) provide surveys that consider the impact of various effects
such as habit persistence and the presence of non-traded goods.
6See for example Obstfeld [35] and the discussion in Lewis [31].
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the data. Moreover, high risk aversion can not resolve the high volatility of asset
returns in the data, compared to the low, sometimes zero, volatility in the model.7
While the behavior of asset returns is only one way to discipline an international
model of consumption, for questions concerning risk-sharing gains, asset return be-
havior is arguably the most important. Trade in international capital markets is
often viewed as the most efficient or even primary mechanism in which risks can be
shared globally. As such, the prices of assets in these markets reflect equilibrium
views toward inter-temporal and intra-temporal risks. For this reason, I take these
asset returns as the standard on which to discipline our models of international
consumption and implied risk parameters. To provide a general framework, I first
review the standard consumption model and the new insights gained from ”long
run risks.” Below, I will imbed this model into an international context to begin to
match returns with consumption data.
3.2.1 Closed Economy Consumption Processes With and
Without Long Run Risk
I begin by examining a standard consumption model in the closed economy using
a standard Mehra-Prescott approach as well as the Bansal-Yaron ”long run risk”
model. Since the closed economy can also be viewed as representing an autarkic
equilibrium, this model will provide an important benchmark for our gains from
risk-sharing. Thus, I describe the model in terms of a representative agent in each
country.
Each country j has a continuum of identical consumer-investors. Under standard
iid consumption growth, the log consumption growth rate processes of each of these
7See the discussion in Campbell and Cochrane [12] and Lewis [31].
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agents gjc,t is determined by a mean growth rate µ
j, and variance to the innovation
given by σj.
gjc,t+1 = µ
j + σjηjt+1
where ηjt+1 v N.i.i.d.(0, 1). If further the agent in country j views his consumption
profile as subject to long run risks as in Bansal and Yaron (BY) [3] he will have
a persistent stochastic component in the conditional mean as given by xjt in the
following equation.
gjc,t+1 = µ
j + xjt + σ
jηjt+1
xjt+1 = ρ
jxjt + σϕ
j
ee
j
t+1 (3.1)
where ejt+1 ∼ N.i.i.d.(0, 1). Thus, the ”long run risk” process, xj induces a
persistent deviation in the conditional mean of consumption away from its long run
growth rate, µj. Bansal and Yaron [3] argue that this deviation is difficult to detect
because the difference in variance between the temporary deviation from the growth
rate, ηjt+1, and the variance of the persistent component, e
j
t+1, is large. In other
words, ϕje is very tiny and close to 0.0003 in US data. BY also consider the effects of
stochastic volatility such that σj is time-varying. In this chapter, I do not include
stochastic volatility, but will include these results in future research.
In order to match asset return behavior, BY fit the behavior of dividends and
consumption growth rates to the implied estimates of asset return moments. As
such, they use moments of equity returns and the risk-free rate to estimate the
parameters in equation 3.1 and the parameters in growth rate of dividend process
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gjd,t given by:
gjd,t+1 = µ
j
d + φ
jx̄t + ϕ
j
dσ
jujt+1 (3.2)
where ujt+1 ∼ N.i.i.d.(0, 1), µ
j
d is the growth rate of dividends, φ
j, is the loading
of long run risk on the growth rate of dividends, and ϕjd is the ratio of conditional
variance in dividend growth to the transitory variance in consumption.
3.2.2 Closed Economy Asset Returns and Utility
I require a utility function to understand the relationship between consumption/dividend
processes and asset returns and, ultimately, the welfare gains on risk-sharing. I fur-
ther need a utility function that allows different risk aversion and intertemporal
substitution for two reasons. First, as demonstrated by Obstfeld [35], the effects of
gains from sharing differing growth rates and from reducing variability around these
growth rates are confounded if relative risk aversion and intertemporal substitution
are governed by the same parameter as in the constant relative risk aversion utility.
Second, as the asset pricing literature has shown, constant relative risk aversion
utility cannot jointly match the moments of equity and the risk-free rate.
For both of these reasons, I assume agents in each closed economy country has
recursive preferences following Epstein and Zin [19] and Weil [43]. Further, in our
open economy model below, I will assume that all countries have the same utility
function parameters. Specifically, using the index j to refer to each country, utility
at time t can be written:
U j(Cj(St), Et[U
j(Cj(St+1)]) ={
(1− δ)Cj(St)
1−γ
θ + δ
(
Et
[
U j(Cj(St+1), Et[U
j(Cj(St+1)])
1−γ]) 1θ} θ1−γ (3.3)
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where 0 < δ < 1 is the time discount rate, so that (1
δ
− 1) is the rate of time
preference, where γ ≥ 0 is the risk-aversion parameter, where θ ≡ 1−γ
1− 1
ψ
for ψ ≥
0, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, and where Et(·) is the expectation
operator conditional on the information set at time t It ≡ {St, St−1, ...} for St, the
realization of the state process, at time t. As described by Epstein and Zin [19], this
utility function specializes to standard time-additive constant-relative risk aversion
preferences when γ = 1
ψ
. In this case, the utility function becomes:
U j(Cj(St), Et[U
j(Cj(St+1)]) =
{
(1− δ)Et
∞∑
τ=0
δτCj(St+τ )
1−γ
} 1
1−γ
Since the risk aversion coefficient and the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity
of substitution are no longer constrained to move together under Epstein-Zin-Weil
preferences, lifetime utility can be unbounded for some combinations of the util-
ity parameters, δ, γ,and ψ.and the growth rate of consumption.8 Intuitively, the
time discount rate, governed by δ and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution
in consumption, measured by ψ, parameterize the sensitivity of utility to future
consumption. If these parameters are sufficiently high, then certainty-equivalent
consumption growth rates as measured by the growth rate of consumption adjusted
by risk-aversion can induce current utility to become unbounded. For this reason,
I will also require the condition that utility is bounded:
U j(Cj(St), Et[U
j(Cj(St+1)]) ={
(1− δ)Cj(St)
1−γ
θ + δ
(
Et
[
U j(Cj(St+1), E[U
j(Cj(St+1)|It+1])1−γ
]) 1
θ
} θ
1−γ
<∞
The unboundedness in utility becomes more likely the higher is the time discount
8Among others, this point has been described in Lewis (2000).
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rate and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption.
Epstein and Zin [19] derive the first-order condition in this environment as:
Et
{
δθ(Cjt+1/C
j
t )
(− θψ )(RjPt+1)
(θ−1)R`t+1
}
= 1 (3.4)
where RjPt+1is the gross return on the market portfolio of agent j and R
`
t+1 is the
gross return on any asset ` available in country j. As I show in the appendix, these
first order conditions can be used to derive solutions for the asset returns in terms
of the utility parameters and the parameters in the processes of consumption and
dividends. To show how the effects of long run risk compare to iid consumption in
asset returns, I consider results based upon the US alone in the next section.
3.2.3 Asset Returns with and without Long Run Risk in US
Data
In this section, I estimate the parameters for US consumption processes by matching
the asset pricing moments in US data. Below I present our results using interna-
tional data for seven countries that can trade claims on a common consumption
good. I begin by examining the US data alone for two main reasons.
First, I follow much of the risk-sharing literature based on a common consump-
tion good, by analyzing consumption data adjusted for deviations in purchasing
power parity from the Penn World Tables. By contrast, the domestic asset pricing
literature has used US real consumption data. Moreover the US data has been
analyzed over a longer time period than I have available for the other countries.
Therefore, I first present our results for the US alone to verify whether our data
provide estimates that are similar to those in the domestic literature.
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Second, I provide the US results to consider whether long run risk is needed to
explain asset returns. If iid consumption is sufficient, I do not need to examine other
models to allow asset returns to guide us in choosing the appropriate parameters
for international risk-sharing gains.
According to Bansal and Yaron [3], consumption decisions are made at a higher
frequency than annual data. If the model is specified at a monthly level, then
all decision parameters from the implicit income and dividend processes defined
at the monthly frequency.9. As such, all estimates of model parameters must be
time-aggregated to match annual data.
To extract estimates of the parameters in the consumption and dividend process,
I rely on the Campbell-Shiller decomposition that expresses returns as functions of
the price-to-asset-payout ratio:
r`t+1 = k
`
0 + k
`
1z
`
t+1 − z`t + g`t+1 (3.5)
where r`t is the net return on asset `, z
`
t is the logarithm of the price-payout ratio,
and g`t is the growth rate of the payouts, either dividends in the case of equity or
consumption in the case of the market portfolio. Finally, k`0 and k
`
1 are approxi-
mating constants that capture the long run return mean and the price-payout ratio,
respectively.10
Using this approximation along with the Euler equations in equation 3.4 and the
utility parameters from Bansal and Yaron [3] I estimate the monthly parameters of
µj, σj, ρj, ϕje, µ
j
d, φ
j, and ϕjd to match annual consumption, dividends, and asset
9See Bansal and Yaron (2004) for a more complete articulation of this argument.
10Approximation constants are defined to be kj1 =
exp(z̄j)
1+exp(z̄j) and k
j
0 = log(1 + exp(z̄
j)) − kj1z̄j ,
where z̄j is the steady state log price to consumption ratio in the close economy.
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pricing moments. In particular, the moments I match are the standard deviation of
log consumption growth, the first order auto-correlation of consumption growth, the
standard deviation of log dividend growth, the mean equity premium, the mean risk
free rate, the standard deviation of the market return, and standard deviation of
risk free rate.(The appendix and Section 3.5 below describe this procedure in more
detail.)
To examine the US alone, Table 15 examine three different sets of consumption
and asset return data. As the first data set, Mehra and Prescott [34] use the
Kuznet-Kendrik-USNIA measure of per capita real consumption of non-durables and
services. For asset returns, they use the S&P composite stock price and dividend
series. Both series span the period from 1889 to 1978. Second, I obtained the
consumption data from NIPA following BY from 1929 - 1998, as well as dividend
and return series from the value-weighted CRSP data. Third, for our study that will
be applied in an international context, our sample period was necessarily shorter.
In particular, I constructed consumption from the Penn World Tables spanning only
1950-2000. I then used the internationally consistent dividend growth rate data from
Campbell (2003) for the US.
The first two columns of Table 15 report the first and second moments of re-
turns for the Mehra and Prescott model assuming iid consumption growth. Using
constant-relative risk aversion utility and a risk aversion coefficient of 10, Mehra
and Prescott find that with an annualized consumption growth rate of 1.7% and
the standard deviation of 3.6%, the model can generate an equity premium of only
1.42%, even though the equity premium in the data is 6.18%. Moreover, the risk-
free rate from the model is too high at 12.71% while it is less than 1% in the data.
Mehra and Prescott also assume that equity pays off the consumption growth rate.
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The third and fourth columns of Table 15 show the effects of two main differ-
ences used in literature since Mehra and Prescott’s seminal paper. First, using
Epstein-Zin-Weil utility, the risk aversion and intertemporal elasticity of substitu-
tion parameters are allowed to differ. In particular, I use the estimates obtained by
BY of 10 for risk aversion and 1.5 for the intertemporal elasticity of substitution.
Second, following a number of papers, I treat equity as a payment on dividends
instead of consumption. As the table shows, with slightly lower variability of
consumption at 2.93%, the model generally generates the standard deviation and
first-order autocorrelation of consumption and dividend growth. It also produces
some variability in equity returns but at around 12%, it is lower than the 19% in the
data. However, the model generates constant risk-free rates such that the variance
is counterfactually equal to zero. Moreover, the iid model fails on the means of
asset returns. The implied equity premium is negative at around -0.9% and the
risk free rate is still too high at 2%.
The fifth column of Table 1 shows the effects of including the long run risk term.
For this analysis, I use Bansal-Yaron NIPA data and time period to obtain the
estimates of: µj =.15%, σj = .78%, ρj =.979, ϕje = .044, µ
j
d =.15%, φ
j =3, and
ϕjd =4.5. Not surprisingly, these numbers are similar to those found by Bansal and
Yaron. When the model is combined with these parameters, the equity premium
becomes positive and around 4.4%, the variability of equity returns are 16.7%, the
risk-free rate declines to 1.7%, and the variability of the risk-free rate increases closer
to the data.
The last three columns show the implications for asset pricing moments using our
PWT consumption data and model estimates. Since I have a shorter time period,
our consumption data exhibit lower variability reflecting the ”Great Moderation”
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in the US.11 In addition, the variability of dividend growth and first order auto-
correlations in annual consumption and dividend growth are all lower over this
time period. Despite these differences, our model generates a similar pattern to
those obtained by Bansal and Yaron. Our parameter estimates imply:µj =.19%,
σj = .79%, ρj =.976, ϕje =.044, µ
j
d =.12%, φ
j =3.95, and ϕjd =1.4. When I assume
i.i.d. consumption, the equity risk premium is negative, the variability of the market
returns is too low and that of the risk-free rate is zero. The risk-free rate is too
high, albeit only slightly so since the risk free rate over our sample is higher.
When I add long run risk in the last column, our model matches the returns
better. The equity premium rises to 3.5%, the risk-free rate declines closer to
the data and the variability of the risk-free rate and the equity premium increase.
Once I include the effects of stochastic volatility in the next version of our paper, I
anticipate improving the fit of volatility even more.
Overall, then, the estimates in Table 1 show that iid consumption cannot gen-
erate plausible asset pricing implications, particularly concerning the variability in
returns. Moreover, it is important to allow for differences between risk aversion
and IES in utility. In the next section, I consider the impact of these features in
assessing international risk-sharing gains.
3.3 The International Consumption-Based Econ-
omy
I now develop a standard international consumption-based model that can nest
autarky within an optimal risk-sharing arrangement. My goal is to provide a general
11See the discussion in Stock and Watson [39].
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framework that encompasses many of the existing international asset pricing models
as surveyed in Lewis [31]. These models vary along several dimensions. First, they
make different assumptions about their underlying state processes. Some models
assume temporary deviations from a long run mean. Other models explicitly assume
growth rates in country outputs 12 As demonstrated by Obstfeld [35], the effects
of gains from sharing growth and from reducing variability are confounded unless
recursive utility is assumed that allows the separation between relative risk aversion
and intertemporal substitution in consumption. For this reason, I continue to
assume recursive utility below. Second, models differ in whether they allow for
capital accumulation or assume an endowment output process. On one hand,
the international real business cycle literature pioneered by Backus, Kehoe, and
Kydland [2] allows for capital accumulation. The asset pricing effects of capital
accumulation can potentially be important. For example, Jermann [25] shows
that capital accumulation together with habit persistence can explain the equity
premium and the risk-free rate in the US economy. On the other hand, much of the
domestic consumption-based asset pricing literature has abstracted from production
and taken the consumption process as given in analyzing returns. Moreover, the
international asset pricing literature that focuses upon risk-sharing gains has often
taken consumption as de facto exogenous.13 In order to be consistent with the
consumption data-based literature, I follow the tradition of taking the consumption
process as given while staying agnostic about the production process to the greatest
degree possible, and specify places where I must assume an endowment economy.
Given these considerations and the importance of features of asset pricing moments
12See in particular Obstfeld (1994). As described in Lewis (2000), many of the asset-returns
based studies assume growth in dividends and/or output.
13See for example, Obstfeld (1994b) and the literature cited in Lewis (1999).
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found above, I consider a canonical international economy model that can include
these features. I describe this model next.
There are representative consumer-investors in J countries, indexed by j. Each
country produces an output Y j that depends upon a state process St, at time t.
The state process spans the space of all J country production processes. The agent
in each country has recursive preferences following Epstein and Zin [19] and Weil
[44] given in equation 3.3. Above, I considered the closed economy version of this
framework which I can be viewed as a solution to the economy under autarky.. I now
consider the implications of this framework when agents consider an equilibrium full
integration. I begin with the social planner’s optimal allocation of resources before
examining the decentralized closed and open economy equilibria. Later, I consider
the welfare gains of moving from the autarky equilibrium to the full integration
equilibrium.
3.3.1 Social Planner’s Problem
I now consider the social planner’s problem faced with J output processes and agent’s
preferences given above. The social planner maximizes an objective function that
values lifetime utility across each country’s representative agent with weights, λj
At time 0, the planner maximizes utility over all states and dates given the output
processes in each state.
Max
{Cj(St)}
∀j = {1, .., J)
∀St ∈ S
∀t ∈ N+
J∑
j=1
λjU j(Cj(St), Et[U
j(Cj(St+1)]) (3.6)
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s.t.
J∑
j=1
Cj(St) ≤
J∑
j=1
Y j(St), ∀St ∈ S, ∀t ∈ N+ (3.7)
Note that the planner maximizes a weighted average of the utility of the rep-
resentative agent in each country in every state and date subject to the constraint
that aggregate consumption does not exceed aggregate output. This constraint
arises directly when production is given by an endowment process. Alternatively,
optimization can be seen as the allocation of consumption after production deci-
sions have been made. Rewriting the planner’s problem using the recursive utility
formulation above implies:
Max
{Cj(St)}
∀j = {1, .., J)
∀St ∈ S
∀t ∈ N+
J∑
j=1
λjU j(C(St), E[U
j(Cj(St+1)|It]) s.t.
J∑
j=1
Cj(St) ≤
J∑
j=1
Y j(St)
(3.8)
Assuming that the consumption good is non-durable, the resource constraint will
hold with equality. In this case, the social planner’s first order conditions give the
familiar condition that marginal utilities are equalized across all states. I describe
these first order conditions in more detail in the appendix.
3.3.2 Decentralized Closed Economy
I now examine the decentralized economy by focusing first on an international econ-
omy in which all countries are in autarky. The representative agent in each country
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j is originally endowed with the ownership rights on the productivity stream of out-
put from his country: Y j(St) ∀St ∈ S. I further restrict this output to be generated
by an exogenous endowment stream and, where there is no possibility of confusion,
I adopt the convention that Xt ≡ X(St) for any variable X that is a function of the
state. Given dividend payments from the representative agent’s endowment, Y jt , he
consumes and then buys claims on the endowment process for the following period
at price P jt . Defining the claims on country `
′s endowment process held by country
j as $j`t , the agent’s optimization problem in autarky is given by:
Max
{Ct,$jjt }
U jt where U
j
t =
{
(1− δ)Cjt (
1−γ
θ ) + δ
(
Et
[
U jt
]1−γ) 1θ} θ1−γ
s.t. Cjt + P
j
t $
jj
t ≤ W
j
t(
Y jt+1 + P
j
t+1
)
$jjt = W
j
t+1 (3.9)
In autarky, the agent in country j consumes his own output and shares on this
process are not sold internationally. Since the number of shares is time invariant,
I normalize the number of outstanding shares to one so that the agent in country j
holds his own country’s shares $jjt = 1 and is restricted from holding any shares in
the other countries, $jit = 0, ∀i 6= j. Therefore, country j agent’s problem can be
written more succinctly as the Bellman equation:
Vt(C
j
t ,W
j
t ) = Max
{Cjt}
[
(1− δ)Cjt (
1−γ
θ ) + δEt
[
V jt+1(C
j
t+1,W
j
t+1)
1−γ] 1θ ] θ1−γ (3.10)
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s.t. W jt+1 = (W
j
t − C
j
t ) ∗R
j
t+1 (3.11)
Where Rjt+1 =
P jt+1+Y
j
t+1
P jt
is the gross return on the claim on the home output and
equation (3.11) rewrites the budget constraint using this definition and the restric-
tion that $jjt = 1.
As shown by Campbell [11] and Obstfeld [35], the solution to this Bellman equa-
tion is :14
Vt(C
j
t ,W
j
t ) = (1− δ)
−( ψ1−ψ )(Cjt )
( 11−ψ )(W jt )
−( ψ1−ψ )
(3.12)
Applying the first-order condition in equation 3.4 to the return on the endowment
process in autarky, the condition becomes:
Et
{
δθ(Cjt+1/C
j
t )
(− θψ )(Rjt+1)
θ
}
= 1 (3.13)
Below I use this Euler equation to determine the equilibrium price of equity in
home markets under closed economies, P jt . In this case, the home equity is priced
only by its own representative agent. Since agent in country j consumes his own
output alone, then his marginal utility uniquely determines the price of the asset that
pays dividends Y jt . Moreover, the optimal consumption path depends only upon
the home output process, a restriction which clearly violates the social planner’s
first order conditions given above. I will use this equilibrium as a benchmark for
evaluating welfare gains below.
Another way to see the relationship between the decentralized closed economy
and the social planner’s problem is to directly use the solution to the value function
14Bansal and Yaron [3] and Lewis [31] use the value function solutions in Campbell [10] and
Obstfeld [35], respectively, to analyze welfare gains of risk reduction.
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above. Using the fact that by the envelope theorem, (∂Vt/∂Yt) = (∂U
j(Ct, It)/∂Ct)
along the optimal consumption path, I show in the appendix that substituting the
solution from the decentralized economy into the planner’s first order conditions
implies the following requirement for optimality:
ln(λ`) +
(
ψ
1− ψ
){
ln[C`t /W
`
t ]
}
= ln(λj) +
(
ψ
1− ψ
){
ln[Cjt /W
j
t ]
}
(3.14)
Given that country j agent wants to smooth consumption over time according
to his consumption-wealth ratio, ln[C`t /W (Y
`
t )], depending upon his intertemporal
elasticity of substitution in consumption, ψ, the social planner would choose to allo-
cate consumption across countries in proportion to their consumption-wealth ratio.
This relationship is consistent with the approach taken in Lettau and Ludvigson
[28] who specify the stochastic discount rate to depend upon this ratio.
If I further assume that the planner’s invariant weights are equal across countries
so that λ` = λj then the optimality condition can be further be simplified to:
ln[C`t /W
`
t ] = ln[C
j
t /W
j
t ] (3.15)
Along the social planner’s optimal allocation of consumption across countries
consumption-wealth ratios would be equalized. Since the two economies have dif-
ferent output processes, ln[C`t /W
`
t ] 6= ln[C
j
t /W
j
t ] for all ` 6= j with probability one,
under autarky the social planner’s first order condition cannot hold with probability
one.
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3.3.3 Decentralized Open Economy
I now consider the decentralized open economy in which the representative agents
in each country sell off the rights to their own output streams. I define the price of
claims for country j output payouts in world markets at time t as P ∗jt In this case,
the agent’s optimization problem becomes:
Max
{Ct,$jt}
U jt where U
j
t =
{
(1− δ)Cjt (
1−γ
θ ) + δ
(
Et
[
U jt+1
]1−γ) 1θ} θ1−γ
(3.16)
s.t. Cjt + P
∗
t́$
j
t ≤ W
j∗
t(
Y t+1 + P
∗
t+1
)́
$jt = W
j∗
t+1
where $jt = {$
j1
t , $
j2
t , ..., , $
jJ
t } is the vector of claims held by country j investors
on each of the country outputs, Y t is the Jx1 vector of the output realizations,
P ∗t is the price vector of these claims, and W
j∗
t is the wealth of country j at world
prices. Since the utility function is homogeneous in consumption and wealth, all
agents will hold the same portfolio shares in a world mutual fund. If I define the
portfolio share of country ` in country j’s wealth as hj`t = (P
∗`
t $
j`
t /W
j∗
t ), the mutual
fund theorem implies that the vector of portfolio shares in the wealth portfolio, i.e.,
hjt = {h
j1
t , h
j2
t , ..., , h
jJ
t }, is equalized for each element across countries: h
j
t = h
`
t, ∀j, `.
The state of the economy is driven by the endowment processes of all J countries,
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Y t, so that country j agent’s problem can then be rewritten as:
Vt(W
j∗
t (Y t), Y t) = Max{Ct,hjt}
[
(1− δ)Cjt (
1−γ
θ ) + δ
(
Et
[
Vt+1(W
j∗
t (Y t+1), Y t+1)
1−γ]) 1θ ] θ1−γ
(3.17)
s.t. W j∗t+1 = (W
j∗
t − C
j
t )h
j′
t R
∗
t+1 (3.18)
where R∗t+1 is the Jx1 return vector whose j-th component is R
∗j
t+1 = (Y
j
t+1 +
P ∗jt+1)/P
∗j
t .
Defining the return on country j’s wealth portfolio as RjPt+1 ≡ h
j′
t R
∗
t+1, the first-
order intertemporal optimization problem for the agent in country j must then satisfy
the Euler equation:15
Et
{
δθ(Cjt+1/C
j
t )
(− θψ )(RjPt+1)
(θ−1)R∗`t+1
}
= Et
{
δθ(Gjc,t+1)
(− θψ )(RjPt+1)
(θ−1)R∗`t+1
}
= 1
(3.19)
where Gjc,t+1 ≡ C
j
t+1/C
j
t . While this Euler equation holds for each individual
country’s agent, all countries face the same asset market and thereby view the same
return vector. Moreover, since all countries have the same utility function and this
function is iso-elastic, I show in the appendix that all countries will choose to hold
identical shares in a world mutual fund of claims on the output of all participating
countries. Therefore, hj′t = h
′
t ∀j Furthermore, in equilibrium, the number of shares
in each country are normalized to one so that the world mutual fund returns are
given by: Rw∗t+1 ≡
{
(Y t+1 + P
∗
t+1)′ι
}
/ {(P ∗t ) ′ι} for ι a J-dimensional unit vector.
Defining $j as the claims on the world mutual fund held by country j I can rewrite
15See Epstein and Zin (1991).
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the value function more succinctly as:
Vt(W
j∗
t (Y t), Y t) = Max{Cjt ,$jt}
[
(1− δ)Cjt (
1−γ
θ ) + δ
(
Et
[
Vt+1(W
j∗
t (Y t+1), Y t+1)
1−γ]) 1θ ] θ1−γ
(3.20)
s.t. W j∗t+1 = (W
j∗
t − C
j
t )R
w∗
t+1 (3.21)
In this case, the Euler equation of all participants in world markets will be given
by:
Et
{
δθ(Cjt+1/C
j
t )
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
(θ−1)Rj∗t+1
}
= Et
{
δθ(Gjc,t+1)
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
(θ−1)Rj∗t+1
}
= 1
(3.22)
This relationship holds as long as all countries hold a constant share of the
same mutual fund.16. In this case, the aggregate resource constraint together
with the budget constraint for each country implies further that: Cjt = $
j(Y t́ι)
or (Cjt+1/C
j
t ) = (C
`
t+1/C
`
t ), ∀j, `. Then, the return on this common world con-
sumption growth rate prices all countries and can also be priced itself by the Euler
equation:
Et
{
δθ(Cwt+1/C
w
t )
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
(θ−1)Rj∗t+1
}
= Et
{
δθ(Gwc,t+1)
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
(θ−1)Rj∗t+1
}
= 1
(3.23)
Et
{
δθ(Cwt+1/C
w
t )
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
θ
}
= Et
{
δθ(Gwc,t+1)
(− θψ )(Rw∗t+1)
θ
}
= 1 (3.24)
16I present a justification for this assumption below
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Below, I will use these Euler equations to solve for the equity prices in world
markets. Since the number of shares in each country is normalized to one, the price
of the share of the mutual fund is P ∗t ′i = Pw∗t . I also solve for the individual equities
on world markets using to the first order condition for individual securities above.
Before proceeding, I relate this decentralized decision-making to the planner’s
problem using the value function for each country:
Vt(W
j∗
t (St), St) = (1− δ)
−( ψ1−ψ )(Cjt )
( 11−ψ )(W j∗t (St))
−( ψ1−ψ )
(3.25)
As above, I use the envelope theorem result that ∂V/∂W =∂U/∂C and substitute
the result into the planner’s first order condition. Taking logs implies that
ln(λ`) +
(
ψ
1−ψ
){
ln[C`t /W
`∗
t ]
}
= ln(λj) +
(
ψ
1−ψ
){
ln[Cjt /W
j∗
t ]
}
A necessary condition for the planner’s problem to hold is that wealth depends
upon the total state vector and that consumption-wealth ratios are equalized. In
the appendix, I show that these conditions hold. Note, however, that given the
initial consumption weights, the planner’s problem only requires the consumption-
wealth ratios to be equalized across countries in each state. If welfare gains are to be
generated by opening up markets, each country’s agent will have to decide whether
to participate. These participation constraints can lead to different allocations of
the welfare gains as I describe next.
3.3.4 The Decision to Open Markets
Above I described an open economy equilibrium when all countries are open and
willing to participate. However, I have not shown that all countries would want to
participate by selling off their claims on their home output and holding diversified
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shares of the world economy instead. This equilibrium requires that no country
would prefer to deviate and close their markets. While this deviation could po-
tentially dominate an open market in any date, I consider an equilibrium in which
there are complete contingent claims in all future periods. For this equilibriums, I
require only that no country would prefer autarky ex ante.17
To see the possibility for autarky to dominate, consider the timing of markets
within the initial period. Agents enter the period with the perpetual claim on their
home output and receive the initial endowment on this claim. They then sell off
this claim in world markets and in turn buy shares in the world mutual fund. Thus,
in equilibrium, an investor in country j faces the constraint:
Cj0 + P
w∗
0 $
jw
0 ≤
(
Y j0 + P
j∗
0
)
(3.26)
With this timing, the agent consumes his endowment in the first period which
implies: $jw0 = (P
j∗
0 /P
w∗
0 ). Thereafter, the portfolio constraint tracks the evolution
of wealth of country j as:
Cjt + P
w∗
t $
jw
t ≤ (Y wt + Pw∗t )$
jw
t−1 (3.27)
where Y wt is the per capita endowment of the world, Y t́ι, and P
w∗
t is the price
of a claim that pays off this world endowment.
Does an agent at time 0 choose to integrate with the rest of the world in all future
periods? In this period the agent decides whether to sell claims in the open economy
or whether to stay in autarky. In making this decision, I assume that agents can
fully commit to staying in the integrated world market once they have agreed to
17Other possible deviations are explained below.
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participate. The ex-ante participation constraint requires that for all countries j in
the risk sharing equilibrium the expected lifetime utility is higher than in autarky.
In other words, each country will participate in open markets only if:
V j0 (C
j∗
0 ,W
j∗
0 ) > V
j
0 (C
jA
0 ,W
jA
0 ) (3.28)
where Cj∗0 and C
jA
0 are the initial consumption levels of country j agents under
the open economy and autarky, respectively. In particular, the initial consumption
levels of the country j agents implied by the decentralized economy above would
imply the constraint is:
V j0 ($
j
0Y ,W
j∗
0 ) > V
j
0 (Y
j
0 ,W
j
0 ) (3.29)
or alternatively,
($j0Y
w
0 )
( 1
1−ψ )(W j∗0 )
−( ψ1−ψ ) > (Y j0 )
( 1
1−ψ )(W j0 )
−( ψ1−ψ ) (3.30)
Thus an agent will find it optimal to commit to engage in the integrated world
market only if his utility is not higher under autarky. Therefore, his value function
is the higher of the two expected utility paths. Using A to indicate ”autarky”, the
decision can be written as:
V j0 (C
j
0 ,W
j
0 ) = Max{V
j
0 (C
jA
0 ,W
jA
0 ), V
j
0 (C
j∗
0 ,W
j∗
0 )} (3.31)
This decision implies a further restriction on the social planner’s problem above.
Define the set of countries that choose risk-sharing as Ĵ* and the complementary
set as Ĵ so that Ĵ* ∪ Ĵ =J. Then the set Ĵ* is defined as:
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Ĵ∗ = {j : V j0 (C
jA
0 ,W
jA
0 ) < V
j
0 (C
j∗
0 (Ĵ
∗),W j∗0 (Ĵ
∗)}. (3.32)
Note that since wealth and consumption under risk-sharing depend upon the set of
countries choosing to be open, pinning down these countries requires solving for the
fixed point set of countries with higher utility under open markets and the countries
who indeed choose to be open. This set restricts the planner’s problem above to a
smaller set of open markets as follows:
Max
{Cj(St)}
∀j = {1, .., J)
∀St ∈ S
∀t ∈ N+
J∑
j=1
λjU j(C(St), E[U
j(Cj(St+1)|It]) (3.33)
s.t.
∑
j∈Ĵ∗
Cj(St) ≤
∑
j∈Ĵ∗
Y j(St), (3.34)
Cj(St) ≤ Y j(St)∀j ∈ Ĵ (3.35)
The presence of the participation constraints implies that some countries may
choose to stay out of the integrated market which will in turn affect the wealth
of other countries. If participation constraints are met, countries enter into an
agreement where each country j forgoes Y jt in exchange for h
j
0Y
w
t in consumption.
By market clearing condition for the Social Planner problem in equation (3.7), then
feasibility requires that
∑
j∈Ĵ∗
$j = 1.
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As described above, I assume that countries can fully commit to share the real-
ization of their output each period once they have sold their equity shares. Alterna-
tively, there may be some periods when individual countries have a large realization
of their own output and would prefer to revert to autarky for the period rather than
share in the world output. If countries were to effectively default on dividend pay-
ments, the risk of this default would affect asset pricing relationships and is beyond
the scope of this chapter. Given my assumption that countries can fully commit,
countries initially sell off all rights to their own output and hence claims on world
output, so that $jwt are time-invariant. As a result, all countries with open markets
share the same stochastic discount factor in pricing relationships. I use this property
in our analysis below.
3.4 Evaluating International Risk-Sharing Gains
There are at least two measures for these welfare gains that have been calculated in
the literature. First, the welfare gains can be calculated as the percentage increase
in initial permanent consumption under autarky that would make the country indif-
ferent between opening markets or leaving them closed. This approach followed by
Obstfeld [35] and Lewis [31] requires solving for ∆ and equating the value functions
under autarky and integration. Therefore, subsuming the country superscript and
the dependence of wealth on the set of risk-sharing countries Ĵ for clarity, calculating
welfare gains in this case requires solving for ∆ in the following equation:
V0((1 + ∆)C
A
0 ,W
A
0 ) = V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 ) (3.36)
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Where (CA0 ,W
A
0 ) and (C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 ) are respectively the autarky and open economy
consumption and wealth. Using the solution for the value function, this welfare
gain has the form:
(1 + ∆) =
{
V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 )
V0(CA0 ,W
A
0 )
}(1−ψ)
=
{
C∗0/W
∗
0
CA0 /W
A
0
}ψ (
C∗0
CA0
)(1−ψ)
(3.37)
Welfare gains depend upon both current consumption and the consumption-
wealth ratio, reflecting future certainty-equivalent consumption. Welfare gains
increase directly with higher current period consumption under risk sharing relative
to autarky consumption, C∗0/C
A
0 , depending on whether the intertemporal elasticity
of consumption is greater or less than one. If ψ < 1, intertemporal substitution
is inelastic and countries prefer substitution into current period consumption and
welfare gains increase with relatively higher current consumption under risk-sharing.
On the other hand, welfare gains also depend upon the consumption-wealth ratio
reflecting the expected stochastic discount rate in future periods. If ψ < 1, a higher
consumption-wealth ratio under risk-sharing will have a smaller effect on welfare
gains.
The second measure of welfare gains calculates the gains from simultaneously
increasing permanent consumption and wealth. This approach is followed by Bansal
and Yaron [3]. Since the value function is homogeneous of degree one in consumption
and wealth, I can alternatively define welfare gains as the proportion of current
consumption and wealth, that would make agents indifferent between autarky and
risk sharing. In other words, the gains ∆ are defined such that:
V0((1 + ∆)C
A
0 , (1 + ∆)W
A
0 ) = (1 + ∆)V0(C
A
0 ,W
A
0 ) = V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 ) (3.38)
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So I can re-write welfare gains as
(1 + ∆) =
V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 )
V0(CA0 ,W
A
0 )
=
{
C∗0/W
∗
0
CA0 /W
A
0
}( −ψψ−1)(C∗0
CA0
)
(3.39)
Note that this interpretation of welfare gains affects consumption and wealth in
the same proportion and leave the consumption-wealth ratio undistorted.
3.4.1 Measuring Gains with Asset Pricing Moments
In order to calculate welfare gains, I now use the Euler equations to calculate the
prices under closed and open economies. In closed economy, I use the identity WA0 =
CA0 +P
A
0 , to rewrite the value function in terms of the price to consumption ratio
18.
When markets open, I allow the countries to sell shares of their own contingent claim
for a share of the world contingent claim. Defining ZAc,t as the price-consumption
ratio under closed markets, ZAc,t = P
A
t /C
A
t , and Z
∗
c,t as the price-consumption ratio
under open markets, Z∗c,t = P
∗
t /C
∗
t , and using the budget constraint W
∗
t = C
∗
t +P
∗
t ,
I can rewrite the value function at time 0 as:
V0(C
A
0 ,W
A
0 ) = (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (1 + ZAc,0)
ψ
ψ−1CA0 (3.40)
V ∗0 (C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 ) = (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (1 + Z∗c,0)
ψ
ψ−1C∗0 (3.41)
Using the above definition for the value function and solving for the definition
of welfare gain, I have:
(1 + ∆) =
V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 )
V0(C0,W0)
= (
1 + Z∗c,0
1 + ZAc,0
)
ψ
ψ−1 (
C∗0
CA0
) (3.42)
18See Appendix A
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I use these autarky and open economy consumption claim price measures to cal-
culate the potential gains from consumption risk-sharing based upon three different
allocation weights of initial consumption,
(
C∗0
CA0
)
. In the first version, the ”equally
weighted” allocation, I simply set Cj∗0 = C
jA
0 . Although I show that in many
cases this allocation cannot be an equilibrium, many studies ignore the reallocation
of resources required to induce countries with more productive and better hedged
endowment streams to participate. Our second version is the ”price weighted” al-
location based upon our decentralized economy above. In this case, Cj∗0 = $
j
0Y
w
where $jw0 = (P
j∗
0 /P
w∗
0 ) or the share of world per capita endowment that country j
can buy when selling of its endowment on world markets. Similarly, in this equi-
librium, CjA0 = Y
jA
0 , country j’s initial endowment. Thus, in this allocation, the
gains can be measured according to:
(1 + ∆) =
V0(C
∗
0 ,W
∗
0 )
V0(CA0 ,W
A
0 )
= (
1 + Z∗c,0
1 + ZAc,0
)
ψ
ψ−1 (
$w0 Y
w
0
Y A0
) (3.43)
As I noted above, there may be some countries for whom the autarky path
dominates sharing all productivity payments with the rest of the world. For this
reason, I also consider a third version of allocation weights I term the ”reservation”
allocation. In this allocation, I ask what the original consumption level must be
under open markets in order to make each country indifferent between opening or
not. This allocation is defined by setting ∆ equal to zero in equation (42), setting
CjA0 = Y
jA
0 , and then solving for C
∗
0 . In other world, the ”reservation allocation” is
determined by:
C∗R0 = (
1 + ZAc,0
1 + Z∗c,0
)
ψ
ψ−1Y A0 (3.44)
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3.5 Matching the International Asset Return and
Consumption Moments
In this section, I use our international framework to analyze the implications of
an international data set of consumption, dividends, and asset returns. As with
the US data, I match the implied consumption processes to asset return means and
variances. I then use these parameter estimates that are disciplined by asset returns
to calculate the implied risk-sharing gains in a two country framework.
I begin by describing our data set in more detail. Then I detail our methodology
for estimating the model parameters. This methodology uses a simulated method of
moments (SMM) procedure to find a set of country parameters that best replicates
the data moments. I then describe the implied risk-sharing gains based upon these
parameters.
3.5.1 Data Description
This data set is comprised of two main data sources broken down by asset returns
and consumption. For consumption, I use PPP-adjusted per capita consumption
measures from Penn World Tables National Accounts. As I described in Table 16, I
also checked our results for the US against the existing literature based upon the Na-
tional Product and Income Accounts (NIPA). Note that our analytical framework
above is based upon growth rates except for the initial consumption allocations.
Therefore, I use the US as a numeraire real consumption measure in growth rates.
However, our results are not sensitive to this assumption. Details about construct-
ing the consumption series are provided in the appendix.
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For dividend and return data, I use the data from Campbell (2003). To be
consistent with the annual consumption data in PWT, I aggregate the quarterly
data in Campbell using the same deflator series from the Penn World Tables to
form real annual equity returns, risk free rates, and dividend growth rates. The
equity return data span the sample period 1970-1999. To maintain consistency, I
use the real risk free rate for the same period. Details about the aggregation of the
asset return and dividend series are provided in the appendix.
The set of countries I examine are restricted to a group for which I have a
consistent set of asset returns and consumption. These countries are Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Japan, UK, and the US. All the data moments are
presented in Table 16. The top panel shows the mean and standard deviations of
equity returns and risk-free rates for the seven countries since 1970. The mean
equity premium ranges from a low of about 1.5% for Australia to a high of 6.6%
for the UK. The risk free rate shows a tighter range of 1.2% for Japan to 2.7% for
Canada. The standard deviation of equity is high for all these countries. Moreover,
the standard deviation of the risk-free rate is comparable to the size of the mean
risk-free rate ranging from 1.7% to 3% per annum. As noted above, typical models
based upon i.i.d. consumption imply that the variance of the risk-free rate is equal
to zero.
The middle panel shows basic statistics for consumption. The mean growth
rates are reported first along with their standard errors. Canada has the lowest
growth rate at 1.9%. But the highest growth rate by far is Japan at 4.9%. Another
outlier is Australia which exhibits a small but negative first order auto-correlation
coefficient. The standard deviations show a significant amount of variability in
annual consumption growth.
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The bottom panel reports summary moments for dividend growth. The mean
growth rate in the US is positive, generating higher anticipated pay-offs in the
dividend-paying asset. However, for Canada and France, the dividend growth rate
is marginally negative and for Japan it is significantly negative. However, the
standard errors on these mean growth rates show that the mean dividend growth
rates are typically insignificantly different from one. Fortunately, as equations
3.1 and 3.2 show, the key variable from the dividend process needed to determine
the consumption process depends on the variance and not the mean of dividend
growth.19
Given these summary statistics, I next discuss the methodology used to solve for
the parameters in the model.
3.5.2 Solution Method
To discipline our model, I require the parameter values for the processes of consump-
tion and dividends to generate the asset return moments I observe in the data. To
generate the parameters values, I first use the annual means of consumption growth
and dividend growth to calibrate the monthly rates µ and µd. For this purpose, I
calculate the mean annual growth rates from the data and divide by 12. In trial
runs of the SMM procedure described below, I find that this change makes little
difference in the estimation of the remaining parameters and greatly decreases the
computation time.
Next I use a reduced (first-pass) SMM to estimate the parameters for each coun-
try. Implementing this procedure involves the following step. For every set of
19The mean of dividend growth will be important for measuring the welfare gains when I consider
the incomplete markets version of the model, however, I am currently investigating longer sources
of dividends that may provide a better estimate of long term dividend growth.
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parameter values, I first solve the model using the analytical solutions for returns
in the closed economy. I then compute a weighted difference between a targeted
set of model generated moments and the data moments using a weighting matrix.20
The set of parameter values that minimizes this difference is the SMM estimate.
I choose the following set of data moments to target for each country: the stan-
dard deviation of log consumption growth (σ(gc)), the first order auto-correlation
of log consumption growth (ρ1(gc)), the standard deviation of log dividend growth
(σ(gd)), the mean equity premium (E(rm−rf )), the mean risk free rate (E(rf )), the
standard deviation of the market return (σ(rm)), and standard deviation of risk free
rate (σ(rf )). Using these seven moments per country, I estimate the 5 parameters in
the model for each country given in equations 3.1 and 3.2. These are: the variance
of the transitory component of consumption, σj, the ratio of this variance to the
long run risk variance, ϕje, and to the dividend variance, ϕ
j
d, the autocorrelation of
the long run risk component, ρj, and the sensitivity of dividends to long run risk,
φj. The set of targeted moments were chosen to best represent both consumption
and asset pricing data21.
Below I also consider two restricted cases. In one case, I assume all countries
have the same autocorrelation coefficient on long run risk; ρj = ρ for all j. In
this case, the autocorrelation is set equal to the mean across countries since the
parameter estimates are relatively close to eachother. In the other restricted case,
I assume that all countries have a common long run risk component. This long run
risk component is assumed to be the same as the estimate from the US.
Our estimation requires a set of preference parameters. For this purpose, I use
20In weighting the target moments, I implement the reduced SMM procedure using both the
identity matrix and a diagonal matrix with typical components equal to the sample variance.
21All the usual criticisms of moment selection apply, see Gallant and Tauchen for discussion on
efficient method of moments
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parameter estimates that have been found to fit asset returns best in the US. I
therefore take the parameters from Bansal and Yaron [3] of IES = 1.5, γ = 10, and
β = .998. As is standard in the literature and required from our model, these
parameters are the same across all countries.
As stated earlier, the model is written and estimated at the monthly level and
therefore the simulated data from the model must be time-aggregated to match
the annual data moments22. Therefore to match our annual consumption, dividend
growth and asset return moments, I time-aggregate the model-generated data from
monthly to annual frequency. Parameter estimates and simulated model moments
are the averages of 500 simulations, each with 840 time-aggregated monthly obser-
vations.
Table 17 shows the resulting SMM generate parameters of (ρj, σj, φj, ϕje, ϕ
j
d)
for each country. Panel A shows the results of the monthly calibrated means of
consumption and dividends. Panel B reports the estimation results assuming a
common long run risk component. With this constraint, the autocorrelations ρ,
and the variance of the long run component σϕe are the same across countries. In
this case, only the idiosyncratic variance σj, the effect of long run risk on dividends,
φj, and the ratio of dividend variance to long run risk, ϕjd, differ across countries.
Panel C shows the same parameter estimates but without requiring the long run
risk to be common across countries. As the estimates show, the variances on the
idiosyncratic and long run components are comparable across both versions of the
model. The main difference is that the long run risk variance is 2 to 3 times higher
for the US, UK, and Japan in the individual long run risk case compared to the
22By time-aggregate, I compute the growth between the levels at t+12 and t, given the realiza-
tions of 12 monthly growth rates. In comparison, by annualize, I mean monthly growth rate times
12
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common long run risk case.
Table 18 compares the model moments from simulated data with actual data
moments for both versions of the model. For convenience, Panel A repeats the tar-
geted data moments from Table 16. These are the standard deviation and first order
autocorrelation of consumption growth, the standard deviation of dividend growth,
the mean of the equity premium, the standard deviation of equity returns, the mean
of the risk-free rate, and the standard deviation of the risk free rate. Panels B and
C show the counterparts generated by the model for the case in which there is a
common long run risk and individual long run risk component, respectively. Gen-
erally, the model does a reasonable job at matching the standard deviation patterns
of consumption and dividend growth, although it has a harder time matching the
first order autocorrelations across countries. The model also matches the general
pattern of mean equity premia, the risk-free rate and the variance of equity returns.
However, the standard deviation of the risk free rate in the model is lower than the
data. This feature is likely to improve once I include stochastic volatility.
Overall, therefore, my consumption processes match the basic features of the
asset return model. I next use these estimates to reconsider the implications for
international risk-sharing gains in a two country framework.
3.5.3 Welfare Gains with Long Run Risk: A Two Country
Example
To understand the effects of embedding a long run risk component to consumption
growth on international welfare gains, I show the implications for a two country
example. For this example, I use the US data described above and analyze it in the
context of another country that can be either similar or very different from the US.
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Note that welfare gains for all three measures of initial consumption allocations
depend upon the ratio of the price-to-consumption ratio, Zc,0. Moreover in the
equally weighted allocation, these prices determine the gains uniquely. To develop
intuition about these prices, consider how these prices depend upon the autarky and
world endowment processes.
For this purpose, consider the pricing of the equilibrium consumption process.
First, using the Campbell-Shiller decomposition to express returns in terms of the
price-to-consumption ratio, with approximating constants kj0 and k
j
1 I have:
rjc,t+1 = k
j
0 + k
j
1z
j
t+1 − z
j
t + g
j
c,t+1 (3.45)
I then solve for the equilibrium log price to consumption ratio by conjecturing
that the log price to consumption ratio is linear in the source of long run risk,
zjt = A
j
0 + A
j
1x̄t + A
j
2x
j
t . Using the Euler equation and applying the properties of
log normality for consumption asset return, rjc,t+1, and consumption growth, g
j
c,t+1,
implies:
Et[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] +
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] = 0 (3.46)
Into this Euler equation I then substitute the stochastic processes for log con-
sumption growth, gjc,t+1, log price to consumption ratios, z
j
t+1, and the long run risk
terms, xt+1. Taking conditional expectations and conditional variances
23, the left
hand side becomes the sum of a constant term and xt terms
24. In the appendix, I
23Note conditional expectation of shocks are zero and conditional variance of shocks are equal
to one
24For a detailed derivations of prices in autarky and the open economy see the appendix.
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show that these steps imply the following analytical form for the coefficients of the
log price to consumption ratio when long run risk is shared across countries25:
Aj1 =
1− 1
ψ
1− kj1ρ
(3.47)
Aj0 =
ln δ + kj0 + (1− 1ψ )µ
j + 1
2
θ((1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2 + (kj1A
j
1σ
jϕje)
2)
1− kj1
(3.48)
Thus, the value function depends upon 1 + Zjc,0 = 1 + exp(z
j
c,0) = 1 + exp(A
j
0).
But what is Aj0? It measures in certainty equivalent terms the long run effect of the
consumption processes on the price-to-consumption ratio. In particular, when long
run risk is absent, Aj0 depends upon approximating constants, the time preference
parameter, δ, and (1− 1
ψ
)(µj + 1
2
(1− γ)(σj)2
Figure A-1 illustrates the trade-offs in certainty equivalent consumption implied
by these parameters under autarky and the open economy for a base case of two
countries parameterized to look like the US. In this example under autarky, the US
mean growth rate µj and the standard deviation σj are given by our monthly param-
eter estimates of .19% and .79%, respectively. I consider two different assumption
about risk aversion: γ = 2, 10. I then consider the effects upon the consumption
growth path if two identical countries agree to share risk and growth rates so that
µj∗ =
∑
i
1
2
µiA and σj∗ = ι′Ωι where Ω is the variance-covariance matrix across
countries. For this figure, I assume that the correlation across countries is 0.5.
The figure depicts the trade-offs in growth rates and transitory variability over
time. When risk aversion is equal to 10, each country faces a flatter consumption
25When long run risk differs across countries there is an additional effect arising from idiosyn-
cratic long run risk. The solution is detailed in the appendix.
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profile given by the solid blue line than under the world pink line. Since both
countries face the same mean growth rates, the increase in consumption profile
arises from the reduction in variability alone. Alternatively, when the risk aversion
parameter is only 2, the improvement in consumption profile moving from the dotted
green line to the world line is very minor. Finally, the figure shows the effects on
long run risk when it is assumed that all countries face the same long run risk. First,
note that since the variance of long run risk is small in the data (e.g., with a standard
deviation of only 0.0003), the effects of this risk on the unconditional consumption
profile is small. Second, for the case depicted in this figure, all countries share the
same long run risk effects so there is no opportunity to share the risk. As such, the
effects of long run risk on welfare have been shut down.
Figure A-2 depicts a similar example of two countries except that now country
2 is assumed to have a standard deviation in monthly consumption that is three
times as variable as country 1. For this picture, I subsume the long run risk effect
and assume that risk aversion is equal to 10. I also continue to assume that the
initial consumption allocation is the same for both countries and therefore would
correspond to an ”equal weight” allocation. However, the picture demonstrates
that the effect upon welfare improvement would not be the same for both countries.
In particular, country 2 has much higher variability resulting in a downward sloping
consumption profile. By contrast, country 1 has an increasing consumption profile.
While the reduction in variance still leads to an increase in the consumption profile
in the world, country 1 obviously does not benefit as much as country 2.
Figure A-3 shows an example in which the two countries have the same variance,
but differing growth rates. In this case, country 2 has an autarky growth rate that is
3% higher than country 1. Now country 1 benefits more than country 2 by pooling
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claims to productivity.
While this example has illustrated the effects of mean growth rates and variance
on consumption profiles and thereby Zjc,0, it does not address the effects of the
intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption, ψ To understand this effect,
it is first useful to consider the effect of the welfare ratio (
1+Z∗c,0
1+ZAc,0
)
ψ
ψ−1 holding constant
the effects of ψ on Zjc,0 Differentiation implies that ∂∆/∂ψ =
1
(1−ψ)2 (
1+Z∗c,0
1+ZAc,0
)
ψ
1−ψ
log(
1+Z∗c,0
1+ZAc,0
). Thus in the extreme when the autarky price of consumption stream
is close to the open economy price of consumption stream, the log of the ratios of
these price-consumption streams is zero and welfare gains are not affected by the
intertemporal elasticity of consumption (IES). Alternatively when the price of the
world to consumption ratio is significantly higher, the welfare gains will tend to
increase with IES although here the effects of IES on Z become relevant.
I now use our two country example to consider the impacts on welfare gains
assuming our three different sets of initial consumption allocations. I begin in Table
20 by assuming the two countries are symmetric but have a correlation of 0.5. Since
the countries are symmetric, their price shares are equal and the equally weighted
and price weighted gains are identical. I report the gains when risk aversion is
equal to 2 and 10 and also when IES is equal to 0.5 and also 1.5, as BY argue.
These gains are reported for three different assumptions about long run risk across
countries. Panel A assumes that the countries all have the same long run risk xt
so that σjϕje = σe ,∀ j. In this case, the gains to risk-sharing are lower because
countries are not able to pool their long run risk, but can only pool their idiosyncratic
risk. Panels B and C assume that the two countries have different long run risk
processes, xjt components. Panel B attributes the correlation between countries to
arise solely from the correlation between the idiosyncratic risk. Thus, in Panel B,
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the correlation between monthly consumption growth rates would be determined
as: Cov(g1c,t+1, g
2
c,t+1)= Cov(η
1
t+1, η
2
t+1). Moreover, the long run risk components are
assumed uncorrelated. In this case, risk-sharing allows the countries to diversify
both the idiosyncratic risk and the long run risk component. As a result, the gains
increase for given preference parameters. For example, when IES = 1.5, the gains
increase from about 0.9% to 8.5% when risk aversion is 2 and from 5.4% to 66.7%
when risk aversion is 10. Panel C shows the results assuming that the correlation
between monthly consumption growth rates are solely determined by the long run
risk components or that Cov(g1c,t+1, g
2
c,t+1)=
1
1−ρ2 Cov(e
1
t+1, e
2
t+1). In this case, since
the correlation is one-half on long run risk and the idiosyncratic risk is uncorrelated,
the gains from long run risk are smaller than in Panel B. For example, when IES
= 1.5, the gains decline from about 8.5% to 5.5% when risk aversion is 2 and from
67% to 39% when risk aversion is 10. However, these gains are all larger than when
all countries share the same long run risk as in Panel A.
Table 21 examines the gains for the individual long run risk case when correla-
tions are based upon the transitory component. In this table, I show how gains are
affected by the use of naive initial ”Equal Consumption” allocations and the ”Price
Weighted” allocations based upon the decentralized economy. Panel A begins with
the results for the symmetric case. These gains mirror the results in Table 20. The
welfare gains increase in the risk aversion coefficient for a given IES. Moreover,
higher IES leads to greater welfare gains for a given risk aversion. Panel A also
shows the effects on gains when the correlation is negative. In this case, the two
countries are better able to reduce their risk. As a result welfare gains increase as
the correlations across countries decrease.
Panel B of Table 21 demonstrates the effects on gains when one country has
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higher variance than the other. In particular, I assume that country 2 has 1.1 times
higher variance than country 1. In this case, the equally weighted gains show that
country 2 would benefit more than country 1. The intuition behind this result is
clear since country 2 had a higher variance in autarky. However, the table also shows
the price effects. Since country 1 has a more valuable endowment claim in world
markets, it commands a higher price and therefore a higher initial consumption
share. As a result, the price-weighted gains show that country 1 captures more of
the welfare gains in the equilibrium.
Panel C of Table 21 shows the same exercise except that now country 2 has a
mean growth rate that is 1.1 times that of country 1. In this case, equally weighted
”gains” are negative for country 2 when risk aversion is 2. The reason is that the
country 2 agent gives up a higher growth rate in return for a lower variability in
consumption that with low risk aversion, he doesn’t care as much about reducing
volatility. Therefore, he clearly would prefer autarky to an equally weighted agree-
ment. However, this example only illustrates that the equally weighted gains are
not equilibria. The price weighted gains show once more that the high growth
country 2 is compensated with a higher price in world markets and, hence, a greater
welfare gain. In the case of risk aversion of 2 and IES of 0.5, country 2 goes from
a welfare cost of 0.5% under equal weights to a gain of 7.8% under priced weights.
Similarly, when risk aversion is 2 and IES is 1.5, the ”gains” go from -0.7% to 31%.
Table 22 considers an alternative consumption allocation to the decentralized
economy. I examine the allocation implied when the country with the highest reser-
vation consumption level commands an ”all-or-nothing” offer to the other countries.
In particular, the country with the highest reservation consumption, defined as j =
H for ”High”, CH,R0 gives other countries the offer to set {C
1,∗
0 , C
2,∗
0 , ..C
j,∗
0 , ..C
J,∗
0 } =
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{C1,R0 , C
2,R
0 , ...C
j,R
0 , ...C
J,R
0 }, .j 6= H subject to the feasibility constraint that
∑J
j=1 C
j,R
0 ≤∑J
j=1 Y
j
0 when populations are equal.
26 I also show the other extreme if the low
country is able to extract the rents.
Considering once again the individual long run risk on the transitory consump-
tion component case, Table 22 reports the allocation weights and gains for the set of
BY parameters given in the table. Panel A shows the allocations for equal weighted
gains equal to 1 by construction. For these parameter estimates, the gains are 67%.
In the columns with headings ”Reservation 1,” I report the allocation for country 1
implied by his agents reservation allocation. The allocation of 0.6 implies that he
would be willing to participate in risk-sharing as long as his allocation is at least
60% of his autarky endowment. If he gives the other country a take it or leave it
offer of the other country’s reservation allocation, he offers only 0.6 by symmetry.
The table reports that country 1’s gains are then 233.4%. The information under
”Reservation 2” reports the symmetric version of these results. Similarly, the price
allocation gains in the symmetric case imply that both countries get the same gains
since the prices of their equity are the same on world markets.
Panel B of Table 22 shows the results of these allocations when country 2 has
a higher variance than country 1. In this case, the equally weighted gains will
again show that the higher autarky variance country 2 receives more gains. The
reservation allocations show that country 2 values opening markets more. In par-
ticular, the reservation allocation is 0.52 which is lower than country 1’s reservation
allocation of 0.64. If country one can extract all the gains from risk-sharing then
it will enjoy a gain of almost 160%. The ”Price-Weighted” allocations show how
the value of the endowment stream on world markets affects the allocations. Since
26In the appendix, I describe the analysis when population weights differ.
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country 1 has a lower variance, the value of its equity is higher in world markets and
it gets a higher intial allocation consumption allocation of 1.14. The extra 14% is
paid for by country 2 which has to reduce its initial allocation to 86%.
Finally, Panel C of Table 22 shows the initial allocation effects on risk-sharing
gains when mean growth rates differ. Again, country 2 has a higher growth rate so
that country 1 clearly benefits more in the equally weighted allocation. Similarly,
the reservation allocations are now switched between the two countries. Country 1
is now will to give up more initial consumption to 0.56 in order to participate in the
higher growth rate, which country 2 agent’s reservation allocation now increases to
0.63. Once again, the impact of prices on world markets tilt the initial allocations
toward the high price country. Country 2 gets 8% more of the initial consumption
while country 1 get 8% less.
3.6 Conclusion
In this paper I have examined the implications of asset return moments for consumption-
based models of international risk-sharing. Relative to standard consumption mod-
els, recent asset pricing models have achieved better success at matching these mo-
ments by either assuming a small but persistent ”long run risk” component in con-
sumption (Bansal and Yaron [3]) or by assuming a persistence to ”habit” in utility
(Campbell and Cochrane [12]).27 I developed a framework that nests many models
of international financial models and provides a benchmark for calculating welfare
gains. By incorporating ”long run risk” into the framework, I showed key features
of the model with a two country example. In particular, I showed that risk-sharing
27So far, I have focused upon the former explanation, but intend to include the latter in the next
version of the paper.
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gains depend upon the degree to which this risk component is common or idiosyn-
cratic across countries.
I then used asset pricing and consumption data for seven countries to estimate
key distributional assumptions. The estimation is disciplined with the model by
requiring the parameters to match standard moments of asset returns with con-
sumption data. The results also indicate where domestic-based estimation of asset
pricing models fall short in the international arena.
Then to examine the welfare effects of including a long run risk component to
consumption growth, I analyzed a two country framework. The analysis shows a
range of gains that depend critically upon the degree of common or world long run
risk. In fact, the existence of a long run risk component may even in some cases
create the incentive necessary for agents to want to risk share. One potential way
to determine the extent to which long run risks are shared among countries in the
data is to utilize the correlation structure of both consumption growth and equity
returns. For this purpose, I am developing an incomplete markets version of the
market in which claims on equity are traded, but claims on consumption are not
tradeable. This assumption will allow us to identify the degree to which long run
risk co-moves across countries.
Despite these caveats, I believe that the analysis in this chapter provides an
important step forward as a first attempt to use asset returns to provide insights
into the consumer’s views toward risk across countries.
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Appendix A.1 Tables and figures
Table 1: Summary of Data
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK US Yankee
Obs 8,446 49,878 48,426 84,997 26,845 352,552 46,782
Bonds 277 1047 1438 2153 535 9224 1274
Firms 97 212 318 164 189 1251 390
As percent of Bonds
AAA 12.46 1.7 13.55 4.43 3.33 2.99 33.57
AA 24.89 15.38 28.91 25.86 17.46 12.06 6.55
A 45.18 56.28 35.63 41.79 45.09 39.79 33.57
BBB 17.48 26.64 21.91 27.92 34.12 45.15 58.25
As percent of Bonds
Industrials 38.93 18.56 44.26 45.06 17.87 22.54 11.46
Financials 54.62 70.39 44.43 41.15 56.49 71.31 80.2
Utility 6.45 11.05 11.32 13.79 25.64 6.15 8.35
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Table 2: Asset Returns: Jan 1997 - Dec 2008 (in Annualized Percent)
This table shows the mean, standard deviation, and first order autocorrelation of monthly corporate
bond and equity return series. Both hedged versus unhedged dollar returns series are reported.
Means and standard deviations are expressed in annualized percentages. For example, the hedged
return for the Australian corporate bond portfolio is 4.62% annualized with a 2.49% standard
deviation. In comparison, the un-hedged dollar return for the same Australian corporate bond
portfolio is 10.85% with a 12.27% standard deviation.
AUS CAN EMU GER FRA JPN UK US
Hedged
Corp Inv Grade 4.62 6.29 5.02 5.58 5.05 6.17
Stdev 2.49 3.73 2.96 2.01 4.47 5.42
AC1 0.12 0.01 0.17 0.21 0.03 0.10
Equity: MSCI 6.94 7.97 1.86 2.23 1.47 3.18 5.07
Stdev 13.59 17.66 23.49 18.77 18.64 14.42 16.42
AC1 0.12 0.24 0.11 0.15 0.23 0.07 0.16
UN-Hedged
Corp Inv Grade 10.85 7.60 6.78 0.47 6.58 6.17
Stdev 12.27 9.41 11.18 11.27 9.68 5.42
AC1 0.14 0.07 0.21 0.01 0.14 0.10
Equity: MSCI 9.98 10.03 3.65 4.01 2.47 4.71 5.07
Stdev 18.50 16.64 25.13 20.66 36.72 18.53 16.42
AC1 0.21 0.23 0.05 0.04 0.22 0.06 0.16
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Table 3: Returns of Corporate Bond Portfolios (in Annualized Percent)
This table reports the return statistics of corporate bond sub-portfolios. The portfolios are divided
by years left to maturity and by industry. The table shows both annualized means and standard
deviation of the return series in percent. For Australia, not enough long term bonds are available
for the sample period and therefore is not reported.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK US
All Corporates 4.62 6.29 5.02 5.58 5.05 6.17
Stdev 2.49 3.73 2.96 2.01 4.47 5.42
By Maturity:
Short (3-5 Years) 4.79 6.03 4.89 5.60 4.61 5.69
Stdev 3.04 2.83 2.51 2.09 2.70 3.68
Intermediate (5-10 Years) 4.87 6.36 5.32 6.76 5.02 6.14
Stdev 4.53 3.97 3.79 3.68 4.13 5.90
Long (10+ Years) N/A 6.91 6.13 8.18 5.82 7.11
Stdev N/A 6.54 5.68 6.63 6.75 9.40
By Industry:
Industrials 4.55 6.24 4.88 6.12 5.21 6.17
Stdev 2.76 4.11 3.19 2.67 4.66 5.74
Financials 4.52 5.94 4.94 5.26 4.55 6.00
Stdev 2.29 2.88 2.96 1.75 3.72 5.07
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Table 4: Monthly Return Correlation
This table reports the pairwise monthly correlation across the investment grade bond portfolios. In
comparison, the table shows the equity correlations, which are consistently higher than the bond
correlations. Since equity returns is not available for pan Europe, I use the MSCI Germany equity
series as a proxy. These correlations are computed using the hedged return series for the two asset
markets.
AUS CAN EUR JPN UK US
Investment Grade Corporate Bonds
AUS 1.00 0.43 0.59 0.20 0.42 0.36
CAN 1.00 0.72 0.11 0.60 0.78
EUR 1.00 0.11 0.66 0.70
JPN 1.00 0.07 0.16
UK 1.00 0.63
Equity
AUS 1.00 0.65 0.66 0.61 0.72 0.69
CAN 1.00 0.68 0.57 0.69 0.80
GER* 1.00 0.52 0.79 0.79
JPN 1.00 0.54 0.54
UK 1.00 0.79
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Table 5: Pairwise Portfolio Efficiency Gain: Foreign Corporate Bonds on US Bench-
mark
This table shows the results of the monthly excess return regression in Equation 2.4. Individual
country’s corporate bond portfolio is tested individually against the US benchmark of equity and
bond portfolios. ”Alpha” is the estimate of the regression intercept, which represents the gain in
portfolio Sharpe ratio of including the foreign bond portfolio. For ease, I also report the annualized
Sharpe ratio gain in percent. The symbol * indicates I can reject the null of parameter constancy
at 10%, and **, at 5%. Further, the sample period for AUS (2000-2008), EMU (1999-2008) are
shorten due to data availability.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
Alpha 0.0006 0.0009 0.0003 0.0015 -0.0004
t-Stat 1.02 1.50 0.58 3.25** -0.42
Gain in Annualized % 0.72 0.98 0.36 1.80 -0.48
Mktrf -0.0500 0.0309 -0.0107 -0.0142 0.0559
t-Stat -3.24** 2.00** -0.71 -1.14 2.46**
SMB 0.0258 0.0352 0.0082 0.0112 0.0282
t-Stat 1.65 2.26** 0.55 0.90 1.23
HML -0.0311 0.0182 0.0238 0.0245 0.0714
t-Stat -1.66* 0.96 1.34 1.61 2.56**
TERM 0.0733 0.0670 0.0715 0.0076 0.0846
t-Stat 2.74** 2.30** 2.70** 0.33 1.98**
DEF 0.0507 0.4057 0.2631 0.0472 0.3458
t-Stat 0.87 6.29** 4.52** 0.91 3.65**
Adj R2 0.36 0.62 0.55 0.04 0.42
Table 6: Tangency Portfolio Weights: Pairwise with US Benchmark
Corresponding to the portfolio Sharpe ratio gains are mean variance efficient portfolio weights. This
table reports the implied efficient portfolio holdings in the foreign corporate bond portfolio and
the US benchmark portfolios. Following Britten-Jones(1999), the table also shows the t-statistics
of the estimated weight in foreign corporate bonds. The t-statistic tests if the estimated weight is
statistically different from zero. The symbol * indicates I can reject the null of parameter constancy
at 10%, and **, at 5%. Further, the sample period for AUS (2000-2008), EMU (1999-2008) are
shortened due to data availability.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
Foreign Corp Bond 0.46 0.79 0.42 0.81** -0.26
t-Stat 1.02 1.50 0.58 3.25** -0.42
Mktrf 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.24
smb 0.17** 0.12 0.26** 0.05 0.27
hml 0.28** 0.25** 0.30** 0.08* 0.47**
TERM 0.15 0.23 0.17 0.10 0.51
DEF -0.11 -0.50 -0.19 -0.11 -0.22
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Table 7: Bayesian Portfolio Weights: varying prior variance σ2α
This table reports the Bayesian portfolio weights that accounts for estimation risk. The prior vari-
ance represents the parameter uncertainty around the alpha parameter in the regression Equation
2.4. The prior mean on alpha is centered around zero with a varying prior uncertainty. With
1% prior uncertainty on alpha being different from zero, the optimal posterior portfolio weight
in the Australian corporate bond index is 37%, when considering an optimal portfolio of 5 US
benchmark assets and the Australian corporate bond index. Only countries with a positive and
statistically insignificant alpha from Table 5 are considered for this analysis. Portfolio weights in
the US benchmark portfolio are suppressed from the table.
Prior Variance: in Annual Percent
0% 1% 2% 3% 10% MV
AUS Corp Bonds 0 0.37 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.46
CAN Corp Bonds 0 0.57 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.79
EMU Corp Bonds 0 0.25 0.34 0.37 0.40 0.42
Pastor (2000)
MSCI WXUS (70-96) 0 0.07 0.21 0.30 0.45 0.47
Table 8: Joint Test by Maturity and Industry Portfolios
This table reports the F-statistic and corresponding p-value from the hypothesis test that all
intercept coefficients in Equation 2.4 are jointly zero. A p-value of greater than 0.05 implies that
the corporate bond portfolios are jointly significant at the 5% level. In addition, this table shows
the joint test of sub-portfolios that are partitioned by time left to maturity and industry.
All Short Long Ind Fin
F-Stat 3.63 4.10 1.21 2.97 4.22
pvalue 0.02 0.01 0.37 0.04 0.01
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Table 9: MV Portfolio Weights: All Countries with US Benchmark
This table shows the portfolio weights implied by the tangency portfolio when all foreign corporate
bond portfolios are added to the US benchmark portfolios. The table shows that when all countries
are included with the 5 US benchmark assets, an optimal portfolio weight in Japan is 69% and in
UK is -22%. The symbol * indicates a rejection of the null at the 10% level, and **, at 5%. Further,
the sample period for AUS (2000-2008), EMU (1999-2008) are shorten due to data availability.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
ALL Country Portfolio against US Benchmark
Corp IG 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.69** -0.22**
t-Stat 0.94 1.16 0.87 3.29** -2.66**
Britten-Jones: Equities
MSCI (77-96) 0.13 -0.45 -0.18 0.06 0.33
t-Stat 0.54 -1.16 -0.51 0.24 1.01
Table 10: Minimum Variance Portfolio Weights: Pairwise with US Benchmark
This table shows the portfolio weights implied by the minimum variance portfolio when each foreign
bond portfolio is added individually to the US benchmark portfolios. The table also reports the
in sample annualized standard deviation of the minimum variance portfolio of the US benchmark
versus of the US benchmark plus the foreign corporate bond portfolio. The symbol * indicates I
can reject the null of parameter constancy at 10%, and **, at 5%. Further, the sample period for
AUS (2000-2008), EMU (1999-2008) are shorten due to data availability.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
MV Portfolio Weight: in %
Foreign 87.1 86.7 102.0 87.5 48.7
tStat 20.90** 9.28** 14.71** 24.10** 5.91**
mktrf 5.4 0.0 2.9 2.1 0.7
smb 0.8 5.4** 4.2** 1.7 9.6**
hml 7.1** 11.0** 4.7** 1.8 12.8**
TERM -7.4** -12.7** -10.6** -2.8 -13.1**
DEF 7.1 9.7 -3.2 9.8** 41.2**
MV Portfolio Stdev: in Annualized %
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
US Benchmark 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05
US Benchmark plus foreign 1.87 3.18 2.50 1.77 3.62
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Table 12: Bayesian MV Portfolio Weights with Yankees in US Benchmark
This table compares the results of the Bayesian portfolio holding of foreign corporate bonds for the
US benchmark with and without Yankee bonds. The second row of each country portfolio is taken
out of Table 7 for ease of comparison. Similar to Table 7, this table shows the implied Bayesian
weights in the foreign corporate bond portfolio for a given degree of parameter uncertainty on the
alpha parameter in Equation 2.4. The degree of parameter uncertainty is captured by the prior
variance in annual percent. Portfolio weights in the US benchmark portfolio are not shown.
Prior Variance in Annual Percent
0% 1% 2% 3% 10%
AUS w/Yankee 0 0.31 0.34 0.35 0.35
AUS 0 0.37 0.42 0.43 0.44
CAN w/Yankee 0 0.63 0.66 0.67 0.68
CAN 0 0.57 0.67 0.70 0.73
EMU w/Yankee 0 0.23 0.30 0.33 0.34
EMU 0 0.25 0.34 0.37 0.40
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Table 13: Yankee Bonds - Spanning Test, F-statistic (Jan 1997 - Dec 2008)
This table test the ability for US benchmark portfolios to span Yankee bond portfolios. This is
equivalent to testing the joint hypothesis that the intercept equals zero and the slope coefficients
add to one, in the excess return regression of Equation 2.4 where Yankee bond portfolio is the
dependent variable and the US benchmark portfolios are the independent variables. Both the
F-statistics and corresponding pvalues are reported. The first set of results use only the US
bond portfolios (TERM and DEF) as the spanning variables, while the lower panel uses all 5 US
benchmark assets to span the Yankee bond portfolios.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
TERM, DEF 7.81 4.70 0.72 8.01 2.97
pvalue 0.001 0.010 0.485 0.000 0.052
Adj R2 0.65 0.87 0.79 0.33 0.88
US Benchmark 2.73 4.93 0.42 4.23 3.64
pvalue 0.066 0.008 0.655 0.016 0.027
Adj R2 0.65 0.88 0.80 0.35 0.88
Appendix A.2 US Holdings of Foreign Bonds
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Figure 1: Min Var Portfolio SD, Out of Sample with Constant Weights
The figure graphs the out of sample minimum variance portfolio standard deviation when
portfolio weights are estimated once and held over 10 years. MV portfolio weights esti-
mated Jan 1997 - Dec 1999, and held for the period Jan 2000 - Dec 2008. The estimated
portfolio weights for the minimum portfolio of both US benchmark and foreign corporate
bonds used are -4.4% in mktrf, -3.27% in smb, 2.5% in hml, -3.6% in TERM, 68.3% in
DEF, 5.6% in Canada, 35.6% in Japan, and 29.2% in UK corporate bonds. In compari-
son, the portfolio weights for the global minimum portfolio for only the US benchmark are
-4.3% in mktrf, 3.7% in smb, 15.6% in hml, -40.8% in TERM, and 125.8% in DEF. With
the realized return series, the graph plots the annualized past 12 month portfolio volatility.
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Figure 2: Rebalanced Min Var Portfolio: Out of Sample with 6 month holding
period
The figure graphs the out of sample minimum variance portfolio standard deviation when portfolio
weights are estimated once and held over 10 years. MV portfolio weights are estimated using the
past 24 months, and held for the next 6 months. Then the portfolio weights are re-estimated
with the past 24 months, and again held for the next 6 months. This provides a monthly time
series of the re-balanced returns, the graph plots the annualized past 12 month portfolio volatility.
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Figure 3: In Sample Rolling Window Min Var Portfolio
This graph shows a rolling estimate of the in sample portfolio standard deviation for the minimum
variance portfolio. For every month, I estimate the past 24 month minimum variance portfolio of
the US benchmark and the US benchmark plus foreign corporate bonds from Canada, Japan, and
the UK. Then this graph plots the annualized volatility of the two estimated minimum variance
portfolios. Therefore, unlike the out of sample analysis shown earlier, this figure computes standard
deviation of minimum variance portfolio returns from the past 24 months, as opposed to 12 months.
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Figure 4: In Sample Rolling Window Min Var Portfolio: Equity v. Corp Bonds
This figure compares the in sample volatility of the minimum variance portfolio with the
US benchmark plus equities versus the US benchmark plus bonds. Constructed in the
same way as Figure 3, I estimate the past 24 month minimum variance portfolio with the
specified group of assets, and plot the annualized volatility. To be consistent with the 3
foreign corporate bond portfolios, I use equity indices for only Canada, Japan, and the UK.
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Figure 5: In Sample Rolling Window Min Var Portfolio SD: UnHedged
This figure shows the in sample volatility of the minimum variance portfolio of Unhedged
foreign corporate bond returns. Constructed in the same way as Figure 3, I estimate the
past 24 month minimum variance portfolio of the US benchmark and the US benchmark
with Unhedged corporate bond returns from Canada, Japan, and UK. Unhedged returns are
much more volatile as they also incorporate foreign exchange risks. The inclusion of foreign
exchange risk greatly reduces the diversification benefits of holding foreign corporate bonds.
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Figure 6: In Sample Min Var Portfolio: US Corporate Bond Benchmark
This figure shows the in sample volatility of the minimum variance portfolio if US cor-
porate bonds are used as the benchmark portfolio. I estimate the past 24 month re-
turn volatility of US corporate bonds versus the minimum variance portfolio of the
US corporate bonds plus hedged corporate bond returns from Canada, Japan, and UK.
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Figure 7: Out of Sample Min Var Portfolio: US Corporate Bond Benchmark
This figure shows the out of sample variance reduction of including foreign corporate bonds
into a benchmark of just US corporate bonds. For the US corporate bond, the graph plots
the realized volatility from the past 12 months. With foreign corporate bonds, I estimate the
weights in the minimum variance portfolio of US and foreign corporate bonds from the past
24 months, then holding those weights, the realized portfolio returns for the next 6 months.
And then at the end of the 6 month holding period, I re-estimate the weights and hold it
for another 6 months. From the return series, I graph the annualized 12 month standard
deviation. Again, the foreign corporate bond portfolios include only Canada, Japan, and the UK.
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Figure 8: US Holdings of Foreign Bonds and Equities
The calculations are made based on the Flow of Funds levels tables L.212 and L.213, where
I use the ”Rest of the World” holdings under ”Liabilities” as the holdings of foreign bonds or
equities by US residents. For the total net asset position for the US, I use the total value of
US corporate bonds and equities markets net of what is owed to the foreigners. Therefore, I
assume that the wealth of the US residents is the value of US equity and bond market less the
portion of the market that is owned by foreigners. Berger and Warnock (2007) using a much finer
measure computes the weight of the US investors in local currency foreign bonds to be at 1.2%
for developed countries. Using data from the Flow of Funds level tables, Figure 8 graphs foreign
bonds and equities holdings by US residents. While there is an upward trend from 2003 - 2008 and
the figure shows that most recently foreign bonds makes up about 6.1% of the total portfolio wealth.
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Table 14: Yankee Bond Return Sensitivity (Jan 1997 - Dec 2008)
This table shows the result of the regression of Yankee bonds on US corporate bond portfolio and
the home market corporate bond portfolio, as specified in Equation 2.11. This tests the sensitivity
of Yankee bond portfolios to US bond market returns versus Foreign corporate bond market returns,
and controlling for the interaction term between the US market and Foreign market. The symbol
* indicates a 10% statistical significance, and **, denotes 5% statistical significance. The sample
period for AUS (2000-2008), EMU (1999-2008) are shorten due to data availability.
AUS CAN EMU JPN UK
Alpha 0.0007 0.0004 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0003
tStat 0.71 0.71 -0.13 0.13 0.67
TERM 0.012 0.037 -0.034 -0.036 0.038
tStat 0.28 1.52 -0.90 -0.62 1.77*
US Corp 0.811 1.006 1.065 0.744 0.864
tStat 9.06** 15.28** 12.67** 6.23** 16.65**
US x FOR -9.943 -10.258 9.768 -20.710 -2.797
tStat -1.72* -4.24** 1.87* -1.11 -1.82*
FOR Corp -0.121 0.126 0.026 0.017 0.013
tStat -0.76 1.60 0.18 0.08 0.29
Adj R2 0.62 0.89 0.78 0.33 0.88
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Appendix B Chapter 3
Appendix B.1 Tables and Figures
Table 15: Model Comparison for US Consumption and Asset Pricing Moments (In
Annual Percent)
Mehra/Prescotta Bansal/Yaronb Lewis/Liuc
Datad Model Datae IID LRR Dataf IID LRR
σ(gc) 3.6 n/a 2.93 2.19 2.85 1.89 2.71 2.89
ρ1(gc) -0.14 n/a 0.49 0.23 0.47 0.19 0.24 0.30
σ(gd) n/a n/a 11.49 9.89 11.28 5.47 4.61 5.94
ρ1(gd) n/a n/a 0.21 0.22 0.37 0.08 0.22 0.44
E(rm − rf ) 6.18 1.42 6.33 -0.89 4.37 5.47 -0.17 3.50
σ(rm) n/a n/a 19.42 12.17 16.67 17.56 5.66 10.77
E(rf ) 0.80 12.71 0.86 2.18 1.74 1.46 1.88 1.78
σ(rf ) n/a n/a 0.97 0.00 0.63 1.53 0.00 0.42
aCRRA Utility with Parameters: β = 0.99, γ = 10
bEpstein-Zin-Weil Utility with Parameters: β = 0.987, ψ = 1.5, γ = 10, µ = 0.15, σ = 0.78,
φe = 0.044, ρ = 0.979, φ = 3.0, φd = 4.5
cEpstein-Zin-Weil Utility with Parameters: β = 0.987, ψ = 1.5, γ = 10, µ = 0.19, σ = 0.64,
φe = 0.044, ρ = 0.979, φ = 3.4, φd = 1.7
dConsumption: Kuznet-Kendrik-USNIA Non-durable and Services for 1889-1978, Asset Data:
S&P Composite
eConsumption: NIPA Non-durable and Services for 1929-1998, Asset Data: CRSP 1929-1998
fConsumption: PWT Total Consumption for 1950-2000, Asset Data: Campbell Handbook for
1970-1998
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Table 16: Summary Statistics: in Annual percent
AUS CAN FRA GER JAP UK US
Asset Pricing Dataa:
E(rm) 3.55 5.43 8.73 7.73 4.96 7.92 6.93
σ(rm) 22.60 17.28 22.51 19.81 21.77 21.14 17.56
E(rf ) 2.06 2.69 2.42 2.61 1.24 1.28 1.46
σ(rf ) 2.49 1.77 1.69 1.32 2.17 2.92 1.53
E(rm − rf ) 1.49 2.74 6.31 5.12 3.72 6.65 5.47
E(gd) 0.637 -0.416 -0.429 0.250 -2.29 0.739 1.49
σ(gd) 13.68 8.16 11.43 9.37 5.43 8.28 5.47
ρ1(gd) 0.181 0.397 0.514 0.490 0.545 0.137 0.076
AUS CAN FRA GER JAP UK US
Log Consumption Growth Datab:
E(gc) 2.17 1.90 3.12 2.85 4.90 2.17 2.29
σ(gc) 3.51 2.05 3.28 3.86 3.35 1.86 1.89
ρ1(gc) -0.074 0.236 0.110 0.164 0.552 0.323 0.188
aSthece: Campbell (1970-1999)
bSthece: Penn World Tables (1950-2000)
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Table 17: Estimated Monthly Parameters by Country - W/O Stochastic Volatility
AUS CAN FRA GER JAP UK US BY-US
A: Calibrated
µ 0.181 0.158 0.26 0.238 0.408 0.181 0.191 0.150
µg 0.053 -0.035 -0.036 0.021 -0.191 0.062 0.124 0.150
B: Common LRR (w/BY σ = 0.78, φe = 0.044, ρ = 0.979)
σj 0.860 0.260 0.930 1.330 1.710 0.770 0.640
ρ 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979
φe 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044
φe ∗ σ 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034
φ 3.14 3.11 3.82 3.29 3.43 3.86 3.42
φd 7.2 7.7 3.6 2.2 1.0 2.5 1.7
C: Individual LRR
σj 1.050 0.570 0.970 1.430 1.600 0.720 0.490 0.780
ρ 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979 0.979
φe 0.034 0.051 0.051 0.021 0.045 0.119 0.200 0.044
φe ∗ σj 0.035 0.029 0.049 0.030 0.073 0.086 0.098 0.034
φ 3.43 3.49 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.00
φd 5.0 5.8 4.5 2.9 1.6 4.5 3.8 4.5
aPreference parameters: β = 0.987, ψ = 1.5, γ = 10
bAll µ’s, σj ’s, and (φe ∗ σj)’s are in percent
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Table 18: Data Moments and Simulated Model Moments
AUS CAN FRA GER JAP UK US
A. Data Moments:
σ(gc) 3.51 2.05 3.28 3.86 3.35 1.86 1.12
σ(gd) 13.68 8.16 11.43 9.37 5.43 8.28 5.47
E(rm − rf ) 1.49 2.74 6.31 5.12 3.72 6.65 5.47
E(rf ) 2.06 2.69 2.42 2.61 1.24 1.28 1.46
σ(rm) 22.60 17.28 22.51 19.81 21.77 21.14 17.56
σ(rf ) 2.48 1.77 1.69 1.32 2.17 2.92 1.53
B. Model Moments: Common LRR
σ(gc) 3.08 1.98 3.18 4.17 5.16 2.83 2.60
σ(gd) 18.97 8.85 11.65 10.27 7.72 8.71 6.42
E(rm − rf ) 1.95 4.07 5.34 4.66 4.99 5.82 5.38
E(rf ) 1.73 2.29 2.34 1.28 1.54 1.94 2.18
σ(rm) 25.22 14.02 17.99 16.10 13.06 15.76 12.91
σ(rf ) 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62
C. Model Moments: Individual LRR
σ(gc) 3.35 2.11 3.43 4.31 4.90 2.88 2.21
σ(gd) 15.35 10.07 13.77 12.38 10.14 11.14 7.83
E(rm − rf ) 2.14 3.48 6.77 4.64 7.50 7.23 6.40
E(rf ) 1.61 2.17 1.98 0.90 1.45 1.58 2.18
σ(rm) 21.22 15.53 20.31 19.05 16.58 18.30 14.77
σ(rf ) 0.49 0.47 0.71 0.53 0.73 0.68 0.56
aData moments as previously shown in Table 16 and SMM procedure described in Solution
Method
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Table 20: Symmetric Two Country Welfare Gains (in Annual percent)
ψ = 0.5 ψ = 1.5
γ = 2 γ = 10 γ = 2 γ = 10
A. Common LRR: corr(ηit, η
j
t ) = 0.5
Gain 0.281 5.013 0.895 5.434
B. Individual LRR: corr(ηit, η
j
t ) = 0.5, corr(e
i
t, e
j
t) = 0
Gain 2.193 41.001 8.478 66.706
C. Individual LRR: corr(ηit, η
j
t ) = 0, corr(e
i
t, e
j
t) = 0.5
Gain 1.523 28.345 5.523 39.031
aModel parameters: β = 0.987, µ1 = µ2 = 0.15, σ1 = σ2 = 0.78, φe = 0.044, ρ = 0.979
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Figure A-1: Certainty Equivalent Consumption - Symmetric
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Figure A-2: Certainty Equivalent Consumption - Different Sigma
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Figure A-3: Certainty Equivalent Consumption - Different Mu
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Appendix B.2 The Social Planner’s Problem
Given the Epstein-Zin-Weil utility, the first order conditions of the planners problem
are:
λ`
{
U `1(C
`(St), E[U
`(C`(St+1)|It]) + U `2(C`(St), E[U `(C`(St+1)|It])
∂E[U `(C`(St+1)|It])
∂C`(St)
}
= λi
{
U i1(C
i(St), E[U(C
i(St+1)|It]) + U i2(Ci(St), E[U i(Ci(St+1)|It])
∂E[U i(Ci(St+1)|It])
∂Ci(St)
}
)
where Un is the partial derivative of U with respect to the nth argument. Thus,
the social planner equalizes marginal utilities across states including the effects of
consumption on future expected utility.
Under CRRA preferences, utility is time separable. In this case, U2 = 0 and the
first order conditions become:
λ`U `1(C
`(St), E[U
`(C`(St+1)|It]) = λiU i1(Ci(St), E[U i(Ci(St+1)|It]) (49)
Or,
λ`C`(St)
−γ = λiCi(St)
−γ (50)
which does not depend upon the recursive next period utility. Thus, under CRRA,
marginal period utility is equalized across states whereas under Epstein Zin Weil
preferences, marginal period utility relative to marginal recursive next period utility
is equalized across countries and states.
Note that if the country is in autarky, Cjt (St) = Y
j
t (St) for all countries j. In this
case with CRRA preferences consumption clearly does not solve the social planner’s
problem unless Y it (St) = Y
j
t (St) ∀ St, t, which occurs with probability zero.
Appendix B.3 Wealth to Consumption
By the identity Wt = Ct+Pt, I can write the wealth to consumption ratio in terms of
the price to consumption ratio, Wt
Ct
= 1 + Pt
Ct
= 1 +Zc,t (note in the Campbell-Shiller
approximation, I approximate for zc,t = log(Zc,t)). Then I can re-write the value
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function in terms of price to consumption ratio, Ct
Wt
= (1 + Zc,t)
−1:
Vt(Ct,Wt) = [(1− δ)−ψ(
Ct
Wt
)]
1
1−ψWt
= (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (Ct)
1
1−ψ (
1
Wt
)
ψ
1−ψ
= (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (Ct)
1
1−ψ (
1
Wt
)
ψ
1−ψC−1t Ct
= (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (
Ct
Wt
)
ψ
1−ψCt
= (1− δ)
−ψ
1−ψ (1 + Zc,t)
ψ
ψ−1Ct
Appendix B.4 Closed Economy Asset Prices with Long Run
Risk
In the closed economy, each country j has a representative agent and is endowed with
the stochastic consumption growth processes in equation (1). In this appendix, I
detail how I calculate the price of consumption in the closed economy. For simplicity,
I here consider the case when long run risk is common across countries and is given
by x̄.
First, I use the Campbell-Shiller decomposition to express returns in terms of
price to consumption ratio, with approximating constants kj0 and k
j
1
28:
rjc,t+1 = k
j
0 + k
j
1z
j
t+1 − z
j
t + g
j
c,t+1 (51)
Following Bansal and Yaron 2004, I solve for equilibrium log price to consumption
ratio by conjecturing that the log price to consumption ratio is linear in the sthece
of long run risk, zjt = A
j
0 + A
j
1x̄t. Given the Campbell-Shiller decomposition, it is
sufficient solve for the coefficients Aj0 and A
j
1 in order to solve for the equilibrium
returns.
Using the first order condition derived earlier in equation (3.13) and applying
the properties of log normality of return, rjc,t+1, and consumption growth, g
j
c,t+1, I
have:
Et[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] +
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] = 0 (52)
Now I substitute in the return decomposition and the stochastic processes for
28Approximation constants are defined to be kj1 =
exp(z̄j)
1+exp(z̄j) and k
j
0 = log(1 + exp(z̄
j)) − kj1z̄j ,
where z̄j is the steady state log price to consumption ratio in the close economy.
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log consumption growth, gjc,t+1, log price to consumption ratios, z
j
t+1, and the long
run risk, x̄t+1, into the above Euler condition. Then taking conditional expectation
and conditional variances29, the left hand side of the equation (52) becomes the sum
of a constant term and an x̄t term
30.
[θ(ln δ+(1− 1
ψ
)µjc+k
j
0+(k
j
1−1)A
j
0+
1
2
θ((k1A1ϕe)
2+(1− 1
ψ
)2)σ2)]+[θ(kj1A
j
1ρ−A
j
1+1−
1
ψ
)x̄t] = 0
(53)
As I can see from equation (53), the left hand side is the sum of a constant term
and an x̄t term. Since the sum of the two terms must be zero, each of the terms
should be zero. This requirement gives us a a system of two equations and two
unknowns. Solving the system of equations gives us the following analytical form
for the coefficients of the log price to consumption ratio:
Aj1 =
1− 1
ψ
1− kj1ρ
(54)
Aj0 =
ln δ + kj0 + (1− 1ψ )µ
j + 1
2
θ((1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2 + (kj1A
j
1σϕe)
2)
1− kj1
(55)
I now detail the steps required to get these solutions. For this purpose, I rewrite
the dynamics of the long run risk, x̄t+1, and country j’s log consumption growth
process, gjc,t+1 from equations (1) as follows:
gjc,t+1 = µ
j + x̄t + σ
jηjt+1
x̄t+1 = ρx̄t + σϕeet+1
To solve for prices, I first conjecture that the closed economy log price to consump-
tion ratio of the country j’s consumption claim asset is linear in the common long
run risk: zjt = A
j
0 + A
j
1x̄t
Next, using the Campbell & Shiller approximation and substituting in the stochas-
tic processes for zjt , z
j
t+1, and x̄t+1 I have:
rjt+1 = k
j
0 + k
j
1z
j
t+1 − z
j
t + g
j
c,t+1
= kj0 + k
j
1(A
j
0 + A
j
1x̄t+1)− (A
j
0 + A
j
1x̄t) + g
j
c,t+1
= kj0 + k
j
1A
j
0 + k
j
1A
j
1(ρx̄t + σϕeet+1)− A
j
0 − A
j
1x̄t + g
j
c,t+1
= [kj0 + k
j
1A
j
0 − A
j
0] + (k
j
1A
j
1ρ− A
j
1)x̄t + k
j
1A
j
1σϕeet+1 + g
j
c,t+1
29Note conditional expectation of shocks are zero and conditional variance of shocks are equal
to one
30For a detailed derivations of closed economy prices see Appendix
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From the Euler equation and exploiting the log-normality of the pricing kernel
and the returns, I can have:
exp[Et(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1) +
1
2
V art(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] = 1
or equivalently,
Et[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] +
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gjc,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1)] = 0 (56)
Now substituting the return decomposition into equation (56), I have that:
Et[θ ln δ − θψg
j
c,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1]
= Et[θ ln δ+ (θ− θψ )g
j
c,t+1 + θ[k
j
0 +k
j
1A
j
0−A
j
0] + θ(k
j
1A
j
1ρ−A
j
1)x̄t + θk
j
1A
j
1σϕeet+1]
= θ ln δ + (θ − θ
ψ
)Et[g
j
c,t+1] + θ[k
j
0 + k
j
1A
j
0 − A
j
0] + θ(k
j
1A
j
1ρ− A
j
1)x̄t
= θ[ln δ + kj0 + k
j
1A
j
0 − A
j
0 + (1− 1ψ )µ
j] + θ[Aj1(k
j
1ρ− 1) + (1− 1ψ )]x̄t
Where I used the fact that Et[et+1] = Et[η
j
t+1] = 0
And,
1
2
V art[θ ln δ − θψg
j
c,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1] =
= 1
2
V art[θ(1− 1ψ )g
j
c,t+1 + θk
j
1A
j
1σϕeet+1] =
= 1
2
V art[θ(1− 1ψ )σ
jηjt+1] +
1
2
V art[θk
j
1A
j
1σϕeet+1] =
= 1
2
(θ(1− 1
ψ
)σj)2V art[η
j
t+1] +
1
2
(θkj1A
j
1σϕe)
2V art[et+1] =
= 1
2
[(θ(1− 1
ψ
)σj)2 + (θkj1A
j
1σϕe)
2] =
= 1
2
θ2[(1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2 + (kj1A
j
1σϕe)
2] =
Note, I used the fact that V art(et+1) = V art(η
i
t+1) = 1
Combining the above derivations, I can re-write the left hand side of the equation
(56) in terms of a constant term and an x̄t term.
Et[θ ln δ − θψg
j
c,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1] +
1
2
V art[θ ln δ − θψg
j
c,t+1 + θr
j
c,t+1] =
= θ[ln δ + kj0 + k
j
1A
j
0 − A
j
0 + (1− 1ψ )µ
j + 1
2
θ((1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2 + (kj1A
j
1σϕe)
2)]
+ θ[Aj1(k
j
1ρ− 1) + (1− 1ψ )]x̄t
= 0
Since the sum of the constant term and the x̄t is zero, then both terms must be
zero. This gives us a system of two equations and two unknowns, Aj0 and A
j
1.
1. To solve for Aj1, I set x̄t term to zero:
θ[Aj1(k
j
1ρ− 1) + (1− 1ψ )]x̄t = 0
Aj1 =
(1− 1
ψ
)
1−kj1ρ
2. From the constant term, I can solve for Aj0:
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θ[ln δ + kj0 + k
j
1A
j
0 − A
j
0 + (1− 1ψ )µ
j + 1
2
θ((1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2 + (kj1A
j
1σϕe)
2)] = 0
Aj0 =
ln δ+kj0+(1−
1
ψ
)µj+ 1
2
θ((1− 1
ψ
)2(σj)2+(kj1A
j
1σϕe)
2)
1−kj1
Appendix B.5 Open Economy Equilibrium with Long Run
Risk
In this appendix, I detail the open economy equilibrium. When markets open, all
assets are priced with a common pricing kernel. This stochastic discount factor is
determined by the intertemporal optimization problem of the Representative Agent
and is a function of the world log consumption growth, gwt . I define the world
consumption growth as a weighted average of the individual consumption growths
with weights, aj, for each country.
gwc,t =
J∑
j=1
aj ∗ gjc,t
= µ̄+ x̄t + ūt+1
where µ̄t+1 =
∑J
j=1 ajµ
j, ūt+1 =
∑J
j=1 ajσ
jηjt+1,
∑J
j=1 aj = 1. While aj should
adjust for the population size of country j’s, for now, I will assume that all countries
are equally weighted.
Similar to the steps used in the closed economy solution, I can approximate open
economy returns in terms of open economy price to consumption ratio using the
Campbell-Shiller decomposition. But now the approximating constants are defined
by kw1 =
exp(z̄w)
1+exp(z̄w)
and kw0 = log(1 + exp(z̄
w)) − kw1 z̄wj , where z̄w is the steady state
open economy log price to world consumption ratio.
rwc,t+1 = k
w
0 + k
w
1 z
w
t+1 − zwt + gwc,t+1 (57)
As shown in the previous sections, in the open economy returns for each country
j’s consumption asset will be priced with the first order condition in equation (3.23),
and applying the normality of log returns and log consumption growth I have:
Et[(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1)]+
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1)] = 0
(58)
In particular, the above equation holds for the return on the world portfolio in
the open economy, rwc,t+1, which is needed for the pricing of all contingent claims.
To price the return on the world portfolio, (58) becomes:
Et[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] +
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] = 0 (59)
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Following similar steps as in the closed economy, I again conjecture that the
world log price to consumption ratio is linear in the long run risk, zwt = A
w
0 +A
w
1 x̄t,
and solve for the coefficients Aw0 and A
w
1 . Like the closed economy solutions, after
substituting the stochastic processes for gwc,t+1, x̄t+1, and r
w
t+1, the left hand side of
equation (59) will have a constant term and an x̄t term. I again set the constant
term to zero and the x̄t term to zero, and solve the system of two equations
31:
Aw1 =
1− 1
ψ
1− kw1 ρ
(60)
Aw0 =
ln δ + kw0 + (1− 1ψ )µ̄+
1
2
θ(1− 1
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1] +
1
2
θ(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2
1− kw1
(61)
Having solved the return on the world portfolio, I can price the open economy
return on country j’s consumption claim. I approximate open economy returns with
the price to consumption ratio, r̄jc,t+1, using the Campbell-Shiller decomposition.
But now the approximating constants, k̄j0 and k̄
j
1, are defined by the open economy
steady state log price to consumption ratio, z̄j.32
r̄jc,t+1 = k̄
j
0 + k̄
j
1z̄
j
t+1 − z̄
j
t + g
j
c,t+1 (62)
I assume that country j’s open economy log price to consumption ratio, z̄jt , is
linear in the long run risk z̄jt = Ā
j
0 + Ā
j
1x̄t. To solve for the coefficients, Ā
j
0 and
Āj1, I substitute the defined processes for g
w
c,t+1, x̄t+1, and g
j
c,t+1 into equation (58).
Then I simplify until the left hand side of (58) has only a constant term and an x̄t
term, which again by earlier reasoning gives us a system of two equations for the
two unknowns. As shown more completely in Appendix C, the coefficients Āj0 and
Āj1 are as follows:
Āj1 =
1− 1
ψ
1− k̄j1ρ
(63)
Āj0 =
(...) + 1
2
[(σj)2 + ((θ − 1)kw1 Aw1 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
1)
2σ2ϕ2e + (θ − 1− θψ )
2V art[ūt+1]]
1− k̄j1
(64)
where (...) = θ ln δ + (θ − 1)(kw0 + kw1 Aw0 − Aw0 ) + k̄
j
0 + (θ − 1 − θψ )µ̄ + µ
j and
V art[ūt+1] = V art[
∑N
i=1 aiσ
iηit+1], the variance-covariance matrix of the idiosyn-
cratic component of log.
I now detail how the solutions to the Āj0, Ā
j
0 are obtained.
31See detailed solution in appendix
32Approximation constants are defined to be k̄j1 =
exp(z̄j)
1+exp(z̄j) and k̄
j
0 = log(1 + exp(z̄
j))− k̄j1z̄j
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Appendix B.5.1 Price of World Consumption Claims In Open Market
To price return in the open economy, I begin with the pricing of the ”world” con-
sumption claim. I conjecture that the log price to consumption ratio of the world
consumption claim asset is linear in the common long run risk: zwt = A
w
0 + A
w
1 x̄t
Again I approximate returns using Campbell-Shiller decomposition and substi-
tute in the stochastic processes for zwt , z
w
t+1, and x̄t+1:
rwt+1 = k
w
0 + k
w
1 z
w
t+1 − zwt + gwc,t+1
= kw0 + k
w
1 (A
w
0 + A
w
1 x̄t+1)− (Aw0 + Aw1 x̄t) + gwc,t+1
= kw0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 + k
w
1 A
w
1 x̄t+1 − Aw0 − Aw1 x̄t + gwc,t+1
= (kw0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 − Aw0 ) + kw1 Aw1 (ρx̄t + σϕeet+1)− Aw1 x̄t + gwc,t+1
= (kw0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 − Aw0 ) + kw1 Aw1 ρx̄t − Aw1 x̄t + kw1 Aw1 σϕeet+1) + gwc,t+1
From the Euler equation and exploiting the log-normality of the pricing kernel
and the returns, I have:
exp[Et(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1) +
1
2
V art(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1)] = 1
or equivalently,
Et[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1)] +
1
2
V art[(θ ln δ −
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1)] = 0 (65)
Now substituting the return decomposition into equation (65), I have that:
Et[θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] =
= θ ln δ+(θ− θ
ψ
)Et(g
w
c,t+1)+θ(k
w
0 +k
w
1 A
w
0−Aw0 )+θAw1 (kw1 ρ−1)x̄t+θkw1 Aw1 σϕeEt(et+1)
= θ(ln δ + kw0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 − Aw0 + (1− 1ψ )µ̄) + θ(1−
1
ψ
+ Aw1 (k
w
1 ρ− 1))x̄t
And,
1
2
V art[θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] =
= 1
2
V art[− θψg
w
c,t+1 + θ(((k
w
0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 −Aw0 ) + kw1 Aw1 ρx̄t−Aw1 x̄t + kw1 Aw1 σϕeet+1) +
gwc,t+1)] =
= 1
2
V art[θ(1− 1ψ )g
w
c,t+1 + θk
w
1 A
w
1 σϕeet+1)] =
= 1
2
V art[θ(1− 1ψ )(µ̄+ x̄t + ūt+1) + θk
w
1 A
w
1 σϕeet+1)] =
= 1
2
θ2(1− 1
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1] +
1
2
θ2(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2
Note: V art(et+1) = V art(η
i
t+1) = 1 and V art[ūt+1] = V art[
∑N
i=1 aiσ
iηit+1]
Combining the above derivations, I re-write the left hand side of the equation
(65) in terms of a constant term and an x̄t term.
Et[θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] +
1
2
V art[θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + θr
w
c,t+1] =
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= [θ(ln δ+kw0 +k
w
1 A
w
0 −Aw0 +(1− 1ψ )µ̄)+
1
2
θ2(1− 1
ψ
)2V art(ūt+1)+
1
2
θ2(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2]
+ [θ(1− 1
ψ
+ Aw1 (k
w
1 ρ− 1))]x̄t
= 0
Since the sum of the constant term and the x̄t is zero, then both terms must be
zero. This gives us a system of two equations and two unknowns, Aw0 and A
w
1 .
1. To solve for Aw1 , I set x̄t term to zero:
[1− 1
ψ
+ Aw1 (k
w
1 ρ− 1)]x̄t = 0
Aw1 =
1− 1
ψ
1−kw1 ρ
2. From the constant term, I can solve for Aw0 :
ln δ + kw0 + k
w
1 A
w
0 − Aw0 + (1− 1ψ )µ̄+
1
2
θ(1− 1
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1] +
1
2
θ(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2 = 0
ln δ + kw0 + (1− 1ψ )µ̄+
1
2
θ(1− 1
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1] +
1
2
θ(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2 = (1− kw1 )Aw0
Aw0 =
ln δ+kw0 +(1−
1
ψ
)µ̄+ 1
2
θ(1− 1
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1]+
1
2
θ(kw1 A
w
1 σϕe)
2
1−kw1
Appendix B.5.2 Price of Country Contingent Claims In Open Market
Again, I conjecture that open economy log price to consumption ratio for country j
is linear in the long run risk: z̄jt = Ā
j
0 + Ā
j
1x̄t
Then by Campbell & Shiller approximation:
r̄jc,t+1 = k̄
j
0 + k̄
j
1z̄
j
t+1 − z̄
j
t + g
j
c,t+1
= k̄j0 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
0 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
1x̄t+1 − Ā
j
0 − Ā
j
1x̄t + g
j
c,t+1
= (k̄j0 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
0 − Ā
j
0) + g
j
c,t+1 + Ā
j
1(k̄
j
1ρ− 1)x̄t + k̄
j
1Ā
j
1σϕeet+1
Using the Euler equation and exploiting the log-normality of the pricing kernel
and the returns, I have:
exp[Et(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1)+
1
2
V art(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1)] = 1
or equivalently,
Et(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1)+
1
2
V art(θ ln δ−
θ
ψ
gwc,t+1+(θ−1)rwc,t+1+r̄
j
c,t+1) = 0
(66)
Now substituting the return decomposition into equation (66), I have that:
Et[θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + (θ − 1)rwc,t+1 + r̄
j
c,t+1]
= [θ ln δ+(θ−1)(kw0 +kw1 Aw0 −Aw0 )+(k̄
j
0+k̄
j
1Ā
j
0−Ā
j
0)]+(θ−1− θψ )µ̄+µ
j]+[(θ− θ
ψ
)
+ (θ − 1)Aw1 (kw1 ρ− 1) + Ā
j
1(k̄
j
1ρ− 1)]x̄t
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And:
1
2
V art(θ ln δ − θψg
w
c,t+1 + (θ − 1)rwc,t+1 + r̄
j
c,t+1) =
= 1
2
V art[σ
jηjt+1]+
1
2
V art[(θ−1− θψ )ūt+1]+
1
2
V art{[(θ−1)kw1 Aw1 +ki1Āi1]σϕeet+1} =
= 1
2
(σj)2 + 1
2
[(θ − 1)kw1 Aw1 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
1]
2σ2ϕ2e +
1
2
(θ − 1− θ
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1]
Following the same logic as before, I solve for the coefficients Āj0 and Ā
j
1 by setting
the x̄t term to zero and the constant term to zero
1. I solve Āj1 by setting x̄t term to zero:
[(θ − θ
ψ
) + (θ − 1)Aw1 (kw1 ρ− 1) + Ā
j
1(k̄
j
1ρ− 1)]x̄t = 0
(θ − θ
ψ
) + (θ − 1)Aw1 (kw1 ρ− 1) = Ā
j
1(1− k̄
j
1ρ)
But from above I have (1− kw1 ρ)Aw1 = 1− 1ψ .
Āj1 =
1− 1
ψ
1−k̄j1ρ
2. Solve for Āj0 by setting the constant term to zero:
θ ln δ+ (θ− 1)(kw0 + kw1 Aw0 −Aw0 ) + (k̄
j
0 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
0− Ā
j
0) + (θ− 1− θψ )µ̄+ µ
j + 1
2
(σj)2 +
1
2
[(θ − 1)kw1 Aw1 + k̄
j
1Ā
j
1]
2σ2ϕ2e +
1
2
(θ − 1− θ
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1] = 0
Āj0 =
θ ln δ+(θ−1)(kw0 +kw1 Aw0 −Aw0 )+k̄
j
0+(θ−1−
θ
ψ
)µ̄+µj+ 1
2
(σj)2+ 1
2
[(θ−1)kw1 Aw1 +k̄
j
1Ā
j
1]
2σ2ϕ2e+
1
2
(θ−1− θ
ψ
)2V art[ūt+1]
1−k̄j1
Where Aw0 and A
w
1 are defined above.
Appendix B.6 Data Description
This section describes the data sthece and filtering used in constructing the observed
consumption and asset pricing moments.
Appendix B.6.1 Consumption Series
As described in the text, I am interested in matching the US PWT consumption data
implications with those of Bansal-Yaron (2004) based upon the National Income and
Product Account (NIPA) data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Therefore,
for every country except the US, I construct real per-capita consumption by taking
total consumption at 1996 constant prices (CKON) and dividing it by the population
(POP). For the US, I compare the PWT estimates to those reported by the NIPA
estimates. Since the NIPA data give a finer breakdown of personal expenditures,
I construct real per-capita consumption by using personal consumption on Non-
Durables and Services chained to 2000 dollars from NIPA table 7.1 for the sample
period 1950-2000.
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Appendix B.6.2 Dividends
I obtain the data described in Campbell (2003) from John Campbell’s website. In
order to make real dividend growth consistent with real consumption growth, I use
the same deflator series from the Penn World Tables to adjust nominal dividends
into real terms. Because the Penn World Table only gives annual series, I summed
the quarterly dividends from the Campbell data to construct annual nominal div-
idends, then deflate by the PWT annual consumption deflator. Note that there
is a difference between this annualized moments compared to Table 3 of Campbell
(2003). To be consistent with time-aggregation as emphasized in long run risk,
I annualize by summing the quarterly dividends. By contrast, Campbell (2003)
takes average quarterly moments and annualizes by multiplying means by 400 and
standard deviations by 200.
Appendix B.6.3 Asset Returns
As in the case of dividends, I obtain the data from John Campbell’s website. To
form consistent real annual equity returns and risk free rates, I aggregate from
quarterly to annual returns. All quarterly nominal rates of return are adjusted
using quarterly CPI included in the Campbell data. For annual real returns in
percentages, I follow the convention in Campbell (2003) and multiply means by
400 and standard deviations by 200. this numbers closely match Campbell 1999,
with only slight variations due to increased sample size. I compute quarterly equity
premium and annualize in the same way as the other rates of return. Similarly I
aggregate quarterly dividends and use the equity price for the fourth quarter of the
year to construct annual P/D ratios.
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